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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP OF WATER AND LIGHT
PLANT IEFORE ALDERMEN TOMORROW NIGHT
Council Last Monday Night
Ordered Such Ordinance
Brought In.
THE ORDINANCE NOW A CERTAINTY
JUDGING FROM THE EXPRES-
SIONS HEARD FROM THE
MEMBERS OF THAT
BODY.
Another Ordinance, Establishing a
District Outside of Which
Saloons Shall Not Exist,
Is Pornibls.
The question of submitting the
bond issue questios to the people
4.4 this city for a vote, will come up
tomotrow. evening - beiotie the alder-
men, who meet in adjourned session
a. the City Hall, they having post-
poned until then their *coition of last
Thursday evening om account of rao
pair, being made in the general as-
sembly chamber M which contractors
were putting new steel ceiling in.
The council last Monday night
oidered an ordinance brought in sub-
mitting to the people the question
it voting bonds to raise money
bliffiC lent to erect a municipal water
plant, and also install enough ma-
chinery at the city's electric light
piant to furnish incaudeeeent and arc
lights to stores, offices and resi-
dences. Its is a certainty that the
• aldermen will order the measure
Lrotight in, judging from the ex-
pressions heard from the members
of that body.
11 possible to get up the ordinance
by tomorrow, another bill to be
brought in for adoption is that estab-
lishing a district outside which no
saloons will be allowed to exist
after the first of July, as at
the latter date all the grogshop li-
censes taken out for the first half
year expire. The ordinance com-
mittee met Friday night and in-
structed the city solicitor to draft
this measure immediately, so it can
be given its series of adoptions in
time to become effective by last of
the month. If enough regular meet-
ing do not come off between now
and that time to get the bill through
ia the usual course of procedure,
special sessions will be called for
this purpose, as the law must be
in vogue, by the date mentioned. The
.boundaries are those selected by the
license committee and turned over to
the ordinance body to be incorpor-
sted in the coming draft. They pro-
vide that all the saloons shall be
inside the faillowing territory; com-
mencing at foot of Clay and the
river, out Clay to .Tenth, up Tenth
to Norton, down Wirton to the river,
and along the (011ito, to place of
starting, at foot of Clay. In estab-
lishing these boundarief the author-
ities want to gen the saloons out of
the residence districts. outside the
specified lines.
It is understood that quite e
strong fight jpeto be put sip by
saloonkeepet , ̀Si6d also parties own-
ing property hied for saloon put-
noses outside  ilie_eliattic4.-___Tht.r.  isee 
• trying to defeat the Measure on the
ground that much. Of the penperty
was constructed foe especial saloon
purposes, and being no good for any-
thing else, will be a dead loss to
• 
them, if the present occupants have!
to close up their "businAs.
PREPARING 10 MOVE.
Meson. brothers expect
to comment', moving from their pres-
ent ent stand back to their old build-
ing across di...10(.0. the lattese hav-
ing been refitted of the collapse
gaesed o the aidevvalk while excava-
tions were going on several weeks




San Francisco, May t 2 —The main
eault of the auditoex office has been
opened. ant4.efeerilhing centained
therein was fotmd to be intect,
This vault contained all of the
valuable papers and oks of the
auditor's office, includ the bolds
noted for atie.00ncoo , for specific
permanent improventegfr''— ,
Cok W. J .Ham.




. Is the term Mr. Charles Thompson
applies to the Chattiqua—Arange-




Arrangements for the spring
chautauqua are going forward
rapidly in this city and the promot-
ers anticipate one of the most suc-
cessful initial affairs ever given any-
where, as everybody seems to be
thoroughly aroused to the import-
t.nce of these mammoth assemblies
which do great good from many
standpoints. The grounds at Wal-
lace park are being prepared while
the detade in every respect are being
worked out properly.
Mr. Charles Thompson, one of the
executive ccimmittee, in speaking of
what they expected, yesterday said:
"If the American people have a
passion for one thing more than an-
other is for education and it is the
continuous pursuit of this that has
contributed most to the nation's
marvelous advance. The country has
wonderful recources in soil, mines,
waterways, and climate. But these
have not contributed so much to the
nation's progress as has the steady
development of the individual boy
and girl by means of our educational
eystem. The traveler in foreign
countries is impressed with this fact
for no other country equals the
United States in the matter of gen-
eral education and likewise no other
!lotion equals this nation.
-"We have adopted various forms
of education, the most vital of which
is the public school system. Out
private schools, however, and our
colleges are equally necessary.
"It remained for Bishop Vincent
sotne 37 years ago while pacing the
deck of an Atlantic steamer to de-
vise a new educational movement for
the masses of epople. He has called
it the school for cult of school peo-
ple. Its method is by meanc of lec-
tures, concerts and entertainments
to reach the masses of people who
are not taking systematic study. It
is a sort of sugar coated pill of edu-
cation, inasmuch as the taking of it
is made a very pleasant operation by
mean' of the surroundings.
'This institution that is called
Chautauqua got its name from the
fact that the first one was estab-
tithed at Chautitaqua Lake. Western
New York, andito the- Indian name
of the take has been carried on to
these assemblies that now meet by
the hundreds in the various parts of
the country.
"In the original plan a map of
Palestine was made on. the grounds
end lectures showing the various die-
eations of that interesting and his-
torical country were made. The lec-
turer was wont to take his classes
over the grounds pointing out the
various important places. The pro-
gram at first ran largely along the
Imes of Bible study, but soon other
studies were introduced and the
scope broadened. Early in the de-
velopment of Chautauqua, State
President Harper of the Chicago
University was brought there from
Yale College where he then was, to
develop the Summer school. He was
very successful and made the great-
est summer SC11001 in the country.
You can now study most anything
you desire for two months M. Chau-
tauqua, New York, in mid-summer.
"Still later a reading course was
adopted and thousands of people
took up systematic reading under
the direction of Chautauqua Institu-
tion which gave examinations and
diplomas much after the style of a
college.
'Of late years there has been a
sapid development in the West of
ten-day assemblies patterning largely
after the mother Chautauqua.
Wherever they have been established
and properly managed they have
shown a steady growth. They real-
ly meet a 'long felt want.' t I
"When brought near to a city the
camping life furnishes such a cheap
outing that thousands of people can
take advantage of it. who could not
go away for an outing. In fact a
whole family can have an outing to-
gether at a price it would cost one
member to make a distant trip.
"The program is made up of so
great a variety of subjects that it
is sure to please all some part of the
time. Questions upon which there is
a wide difference of opinion and
which tend to antagonize the citizens
toward each othet are avoided, the
purpose being to unite all the epople
for a 'common good."
Two Negroes Meet
Sudden Death
RANDALL FINCH DROPS UNKNOWN NEGRO
DEAD ON THE STREET CRUSHED BY ENGINE
Covet el-ening a4t.rht 7:3o cid yak
Randall Finch, colored, fell and died
in a few moments, out on the pave-
tartlet in front tiff John Winfrey's
"(coicired,) saloon at toe Kentucky
Avenue. He expired of heart trouble.
Finely is a steamboat cook who
i
has lived here for the past twenty
years, and is about fifty-five years of
age. _He was standing in the door•
• waif of the saloon, when suddenly he
fell ,*ward across the sidewalk.i Officer :Lige Cress was passing at
the time, and noticing him' plonge
• dowetwarel, rushed rivet and itkfted
tip pinch, hut lie was beyond *loan
:.i(1.
I ' Cbroner Frank Esker was stun-
i moneil and had the remains moved
I to the Matti! & Efinger undertaking
Iestablishment on South Third street
near Kentucky avenue where today
he will conduct the inquest.
It was published last week that Miss
Ora Leigh would return here from
Silt Lake City. Utah, to take her-old
place on the News-Democrat, bat it
r'evelops this was erresteeme, as she
has no intention of coming back.
This inmg- y befo
o'clock a strange negro was run over
and cut in two by engine No. 85
ot the N., C. & St. L. railroad, the
accident occurring near the stock-
yards, just off Caldwell street two
blocks North of Union depot in this
city. Death came instantly; by- time
the engine crew could reach him he
had gasped his last. The body was
turned over to Coroner Frank Eaker
who had it taken to the undertaking
establishment where the inquest will
be held today or tomorrow.
Every morning shortly before 2
o'clock an N., C. & St. L. engine
is sent to Hollow Rock, Junction.
Tenn., where it meets fist frefght
train No. Ito This extra 'ittaches
to the -regular train engine, and they
"double-head" the train into Pads
rah. Engineer William Kane had
crharge of No. 85 when she started
out this morning. with Ernest Roark
as fireman, it being the first trip cif
the ,latter on the road. They were
pulling out of the yards; when the
engine rreached a point near the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
INVESTIGATING
COMMITTEE






ACTIONS ON PART OF
CERTAIN LAWYERS.
The Testimony Is So Voluminous





The Paducah Bar Association will
meat - tomorrow evening at the coun-
ty courthouse for the purpose of
hearing the stenographic report of
the special committee that was
selected eeveral weeks ago to .take
evidence and see what there was in
'the rumors llostimg promiscuously
to effect that some *embers of the
local bar have been guilty of unpro•
fessional conduct in the manner they
go about getting business.
Secretary J. O. Ross of the special
committee, last evening said they
had -gotten through with their work
. having witnesses come before
them to give testimony connected
with the unprofessional rumors, and
that they had asked Judge Reed, the
association president, to assemble
the bar tomorrow night in order
that the committee can submit its re-
port to the full body and let the lat.
ter see what has come before them
pboto certain lawyers.
As the committee has been holding
sessions every few days for over a
month past, and everything said by
the witnesses was taken down by a
stenographer, it is probable the com-
mittee will not get through present-
ing its findings tomorrow evening,
and that several sessions will have to
he held in order the entire evidence
can be read through. When this is
done the lawyers then decide wheth-
er the facts laid before them, justify
selection of a trial committee and
formal charges preferred against the
guilty.
It is understood that the testimony
shows some ,very shady transactions
on part of certain attorneys. The
sessions of tomorrow and ensuing
evenings will be private and no one
admitted except members of the bar
assodation.
The evidence taken by the special
investigating committee, is known
only to the committeemen, the
parties giving the testimony, and the
stenographer taking it down, the lat-
ter being Miss Georgia Moxley, who
is quite an expert and thorough
typewriter.
Before the prospective series of
anticipated sessions are finished with
the arrangements committee will
make some announcement regarding
the banquet that is to be given to
the organization members.
BLOW IS AIMED AT
HEARST'S ASPIRATION.
• asTgton. May ta.—Ott May
Thomas Taggart appoined a commit-
tee of the national committee, com-
pose* of Urey Woekson, of Ken-
tucky; J. M. Guffey. of Pennsylvania;
J. Taylor Ellison, of Virginia:. Rogers
Sullivan, of Illinois; Timothy G. Ry-
an. of Wisconsin, and John J. Mc-
Graw, of West Virginia, to co-oper-
ate with the„ Democratic congression-
al committee in trying tO elect a
Democratic hottee of representatives
•t h iseye at- . Mit. Tsgirt•Announced t hot
the members of the national cpromit-
tee mentioned would open headquart-
ers in Washington. where the con-
gressional cimemittee also has. its
headquarters.
Mr. Taggart's annonncement is not away from the
received kindly b ythe officers of the,f. tti vol
congressional committee. 't is said.
Messrs, Buchanan and Thompson
of the Sanborn Fire Map company,
have finished their work here, and
left yesterday for Chicago, with, data
for use in getting out the new fire
map for use by the fire insurance
people of this city. They expect to
have the issue finished by July.
For several months those two
gentlemen have been here gathering
together data showing everything
about buildings, just the same as is
gleaned by going over plans and
specifications from which any struc-
ture is erected. Their data shows
how high a building n, the material
used, how thick the walls are, how
many doors and windows, where the
building stands, the surroundings,
and in fact, everything so that anyone
away from here can look at the map
and tell just exactly how and what
and structure is made of here.' This
information is necessary in making
the rates for fire insurance.
Mr. Buchanan, -upon *riving at
Chicago, takes the superintendency of
the plant where the Sanborn people
get out their msps. These maps we
recognized the world over as the
standard publications, the insurance
companies using none other in con-
ducting their important business.
Gone To Work.
Mr. W. J. McPherson, the new city
electrician and city budding inspector.
has gone to work, although the al-
dermanic board has not ratified the
councilmanic confirmation of his se-
lection by Chief James Woods of the
fire department. The aldermen will
&this though next Monay evening,
as it is understood they have alredy
agreed tergiftify this appointment
Mr. McPherson comes highly 
rec-
ommended for the position, ands by
his work already performed 
showsi
that he thorough'y understands 
his'
business and 'has outlined much 
work
before hire He finds as h
e goes





Finished Getting Data For Mr. Burdick Has Completed
Maps For This the Preliminary
az....
•
INSPECTOR McPHERSON AT WORK
HE IS FINISHING CONSIDER-
ABLE WIRING THAT WAS
NOT PUT IN ACCORD-
ING TO SCHEDULE,
City Wig Utilise the Ground Near
the Cemeeery to Raise Corn for
Department
Horses.
NOW DRAWS CONTOUR MAP
HE WILL FIGURE OUT HOW
FAR UNDER WESTERN PART
OF CITY WAIN S CAN
BE gUN.
Mr. Burdick Will 1411160 Estinsata the
Capacity of Sewers in the Main
Business Skti011
of Cie* •
The first work -looking towards
getting up the plans anu specifica-
tions tor the nevt.,saiattary and etortn
water sewerage systalos of this city
has been coMpleted by Civil
Engineer Burdick, the expert who
has been here for tha past few weeks
getting up data'fdr outline. He
left for chicago Fly night and
will be there several aeeke drawing
i
lame contour map trent the data pro • 
cured while here. He then returue
to tinieh the work which is being
dune by Mr. Charles Alvord, the ex-
pert, engineering celebrity of the
Win* City, who was awarded the
contract by the Paducah municipal
authorities to get up the plans and
specifications for the big systems to
be constructed. Mr. Bureidk works
for 44e. Alvord.
Mr. Burdick and his assistant came
here last month, and ever since then
have been running lerels.,,osw the
streets between Ninth street mad the
we:retest' city limit, and Jones street
...assith to beyond Trimble street,
ketting the rise and fall of O.:" street
IP ade. They had to go over every
block of public thoroughfare to get
these levels, and now on getting
back to the Windy City he draws off
the "contous map" which simply
shows the surface of the earth, in-
cluding the elevation and fall of the
ground at every point.
Mr. Burdick while in Chicago will
also figure up and see how far un-
derneath the Western portion Of the
city the systems can be run, this be -
the water through the underground
mains to the river. As the mains-
go back towards. the Westera part
of town they geradually rise from
underground to the earth's surface
ing determined by the fall of the
street,. which is necessary to flow-





terns from all over the state indicate
that Gov. Rob Taylor has won the
at ie nomination  tog--
States senator by from 25,000 to.
30,000.
At it o'clock tonight, Carmac-k,
Tayleis opponent conceded Taylor's
trajority to be over 00000.
Tfis primary tee aroused *tore in-
terest than any election since that of
1886 when Go, Taylor made hi3
memorablt race against his brother
Alf for Governor, the latter on the
Republican Ticket.
The weather was perfect and there
was no reason -for anyone to stay
polls except the
would have been
They regard is As in effort to take 
larger, probably if the weather had
ceottrol of the eongresaional commit-, rot bee
n so good.' , The fight began
tette and to sujersede them.- It is,at ta o'clock this morning in the var-
also eonetned by manny persona 
as
an effort to clip the wings 
of William, ious wards of the cities in the state
Randolph Hearst, whose friends are add
 in the various precincts of the
now incontrol of the coniere
seional districts of the several counties. The
committee.
carriages and vehicles lined the side-
walk in front of Taylor's headquar-
ters and the Carnrack local head-
quarters. Ballots and badges, and
buttoros—vome scut to each Totirne----1
place, and the various workers for
the two candidate; armed thethselves.
with red and white badges and- Car-
mock and Taylor buttons. Red and
white placards were placed all over
the carriages, and then they sped to
the various porticirts of the city to
rtistle for the voters.
NEW EAGIsreS LODGE.
State President Head Goes Over to
Imultute One at Hopkinsville.
111/r. L. P. Heed of this ciey goee tn
Ifopkinsville. Ky.. tel Metall the new-
ly organized Eagles lodge for that
city. He will he ncompanied by the
degree team of the -Paducah lodge,
all returning here Wednesday morn-
ing. The new lodge will be started
off with a menshorthip of about six-
ty-five, while prospects for a rapid
-enlargement ate' oevod, as much in-
terest is being taken there in the com-
ing institution Mr. Heti, wotked up
the order while he *is at T•Iopleinee
opposing forces were marshalled 
vale several weeks ago.
It is underetood that Mr. H
earst
l
is inclined to object to the 
course early for the fray. Long 
before the Mr.. V. G. Tbniiiiit was in Prince.
mapped out by Mir. Taggart ., • / heur for th
e polls to open scores of
• 
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Missionary Tea.
The Grace Episcopal church will
give next Friday afterno-on
parish house the missionary tea
which they postponed from last week.
Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. Bettie Buckner of Eighth and
Jefferson streets will entertain Thurs-
day afternoon at cards, complimen-
tary to her daughter, Mrs. Herman




Many friends were delighted Mon-
day evening with the pleasant enter-
tainment accorded them by the lite-
rary and social department for the
Epworth League of the Broadway
Methodist church. The gathering
was held in the league parlors at the
church and a fine programme ren-




Miss Virginia Bush of Smithland,
Ky., is visiting Miss Isabelle Griffith
of North Thirteenth street and !anon-
day evening she was complmented
with a surprise party by a number of
friends who rushed in upon them, and
spent a most chrming evening indul-
ging in varied diversions. Those there
were:
Virginia Bush, Nannie Langston,
Loretta and Jeanette Grief, Selma
Pieper Minnie Rottgering, Iaabella
Griffith, Ernest Robbins, Hermon
Toof, John Henry Pieper, Henry
Rattgering and Urey Griffith.
alletlete
Elephant Club Meet.
Nir Muscoe Burnett of Wiest
Broadway had the Elephant club as
his guests Thursday evening at his
suburban home, and it was quite an
entertaining gathering.
The club was organized years ago
by Messrs. Q. Q. Quigley, George
Langstaff, Sr., G. F. Rabb and others,
all of whom have passed away except
the first mentioned venerable gentle-
man. As the ranks became dealeted
by death they were filled agarn by
appointment of other people. The
club has no special time for gathering
the meetings being held, just whenever
the members make a decision.
Confederate Daughters.
The United Daughters of the Con-
federacy met with Mrs. Frank D. Co-
bourne Tuesday afternoon, at her
apartments in the Sanders flat on
West Broadway, and it was a very
interesting session, as many business
propositisans was before the ladies.
During the session it was decided to
make a donation to the fund, being
raised by Confederate Daughters
in Kentucky to assist the unfortunate
people rendered homeless and penni-
less by fhe San Francisco earthquake.
A nice musicale programme was




At R o'clock Thursday evening
Miss Fannye Belle Grief and Mr.
Mark E. Staten were united in mar-
riage at the home of the bride on
Jacicson near Sixth street, the words
'binding the two being spoken by Rev.
T. J. Newell of the Broadway Metho-
dist church. On account of the re-
cent death of the bride's father,-the
nuptials were an unnstudly quiet
_affair, attended by only a few inti-
mate friends outside the family.
Immediately ,ftallowing certa-
ninny the happy couple required to
their home in 415 Fountaip avenue to
reside. There they entertained a few
ifrienda wi:h 'a post nuptial tst eptisis
The young lady as tate very pretty
s daughter of Mrs. Isabelle Grief wid-
ow of the late Hon. John V. Grief,
during life one the city's best known
men.
Mk. Staten is manager of the Pro-
gressive Art company and an ener-
getic and reliably Ins-Mess man
Cadetle
Wedding Announced.
Informaiaal from Nisatville Tenn.,
announces that Jtme 1401, Mr. Harry
F. rein glanrat and Maas Annabel
Smith of that.scity will be united in
marriage. The groom is a brother of
Ma. Edward Bringlitirst, the retail
Afine dealer of Ibis city who will he
best man at the nuptials. In .penk-
ing of the approaching affair the
Nashville Bannr rentleka:
"Announcement has been made by
Mt. and Mrs. Felix F. R. Smith of
the coming marriage on June 14 of
their daughter. Annabel, and Mr.
Harry F. Bringhurst. The bride is a
cultured and! charming girl, a mem-
ber of a fine old, Tennessee family.
Mr. Bringhurat, who is the son of
M'r. and Mrs. William Flringhurst of
Clarksville, and a brother of Mrs.
Walter Clarke and Mrs. Lulu B. Ep-
persos, is a capable Nashville busi-




The Sons Sonci club was enter-
tained Friday morning by Mrs. John
W. Scott of Madison near Ninth
street, and it was a very attractive
gathering of the young crimple. Mrs.
'Parris Rankin took the chit Prize,
siltile that for the visitor went to
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott. After the
i
cards the asuests partook of the
inintittiblia Tana-COW -ser vett.- s--
ln the afternoon Mrs. Scott and
her mother, Mrs. Rieke entertained
their married lady friends at cards,
and again the house was full of
guests who spent an enjoyable time.
Mrs. John W. Keiler captured the
lone hand gift, and Mrs. Mark Wor-
ten that for the game prize.
A dainty lunch closed the after-
-nsuni's gathering. •
Philathea ClubIL'IMil. "
777 Philathea club of the First
Baptist church met with Mrs. Dr.
Phil Stewart Friday evening at Hotel
Craig on Fifth and Jefferson streets.
The members spent a charming
evening at music and literary pur-
suits, and afterwards partook of
lancheon at Hawkins' buffet.
Those present were Mesdames
John Yancey, Lelia Wade Lewis,
Rubye Emery, L. Crosby, Misses
Ella Patterson, Katie Richardson,
Sadie George, Annie Young, 011ie
Wilson, Lelia Holland, Isla Ellis,
Mayne Baynham and Mr. Harry
I skins.
.' dltiattlide
The soo Club. . "., '
The soo Club was entertained yes-
terday afternoon by Mrs. Dr. J. Vic-
tor Voris at her home on Broad.
say near Twelfth street, and it was
a most delightful gathering of many
charms. The color scheme following
was of a yellowish hue which con-
tinued into the delicious refresh-
ments served.
Beside the club members the fol-
lowing visitors were there;
Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman's guest.
Mrs. John C. Roth of Chicago; Mrs.
0. L. Gregory's mother and sister
from Macon; Ga.; Mesdames Dunn
end Hicks; Mrs. Robert Phillips'
niece from Nashville, Miss Anna
Parks; Mrs. M. B. Nash's sister from
St. Louis, Mrs. J. W. Williamson;
Mrs. J. M. Buckner's daughter, Mrs.
Herman Niettleroth, of Louisville;
Miss Faith Langstaff's Long Island
guest, Miss Bradley's sister, Mrs.
James Black, of Terre Haute, Ind;
Mrs. Bertie Campbell's guests from
Mobile, Ala., Mesdames Charles
Mohr and Georgia Gage; Mrs.‘
Charles Kiger's sister and guest,
from Evansville.
teat:Re
As You Like It Club.
Mesdames Georgia Gage and
Charles Mohr of Mobile, Ala., were
the honored guests for the As You
Like It club Friday evening with
their hostess, Mrs. Bertie Campbell
at her home on Broadway near
Seventh street. Effectively arranged
were the decorations of snowballs,
lilacs and carnations that enhanced
the usual beauty of the home.
During the card game Mrs. W.
Armour Gardner captured the club
prize for lady and Mr. Ed P. Noble
that for gentleman. Mrs. I. D. Wit-
cox took the visiting lady's trophy
and Mr. Wilcox that for the gentle-
man.
Elegant music was furnished dur-
ing the evening by the orchestra,
while a dainty course luncheon was
partaken of.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Friedman enter-
tain the club this week, and it will




The young lady visitors of the city
were the honored guests for the ger-
man given by the Cotillion club
Thursday evening at The Palmer. It
was a very delightful affair attended
'lay the following; •
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wallace,
Mr. and Mrs. George Langstaff,
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Utterback,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Budd; Mesdamea
Phil Frases., eaf -Princeton, 14traaan 
Nettleroth, of Louisville; James M.
Buckner, J. G. Brooks, Berne Camp-
bell, Mrs. Clsas Mohr, of Mobile,
Ala.; Mrs. Georgia Gage, of Mobile;
Josephine Gardner, of Quogue..L. I.;
Ethel Brooks, Hallit-TliteY,10iyrtle
Decker, Helen Decker, FaitV Lang-
staff, Elizabeth Sinnott, Susie
Thompson, Lillie May Winstead,
Mildred Terrell, Hattie Terrell,
Carrie Rieke, Rella Coleman, Frances
Coleman, 'Belle Cave, Henrietta
Koger; Messrs. Louis Rieke, Jr.,
NValter Iverson. Douglass Bagby,
Frank -Boone, Will Rieke, W. H.
Snyder, Wallace Weil, Ben Frank,
Herbert Hawkins. John Bleecker, W.
T. Sturtevant, David Koger, John
Brooks. Pat McElrath, Dr. T. B.




the charming guests of Mrs. Bertie notipoNERIENT
Campbell, of Broadway.
After spending several hours at r
cards the guests were served with, a
dainty luncheon. Those there were
Mesdames. Mohr, Gage, Cutter H. G.i
Reynolds, Thomas C. Leech, Charles
K. 'Wheeler W. F. Bradshaw and
Bertie Campbell. —MU iikRY BALCH CANNOT
COME HERE UNTIL NEXT
Afternoon on Water.
Commodore Given Fowler yester- 
MONTH.
day entertained, a small party of
mends saboardshin gasoline launchi—
"Georgia," several hours being spent Willink
out upon the river cruising around.
The outing was complimentary to
Mesdames. Mohr, Gage, Campbell,
Saunders A. Fowler, Mr. and Mrs.




The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church, was en-
tertained Monday afternoon by Mrs.
Harry Williamson at her home on
North Sixth street, and during the
gathering a delightful musicale pro-
gramme was rendered, those taking
part being Mrs. George B. ,Hart,
Misses Willie Willik, Mabel Shelton,
and Messrs. Harry Gilbert and Rich-
ard Scott. A interesting reading
was given by Miss Mary B. Jennings.





The members of the Matinee Musi-
cale club spent a most delightful
afternoon Wednesday with the Italian
composers, at their club rooms in
the Eagles building at Sixth and
Broadway. The study was under the
direction of Professor Harry Gilbert,
and many interesting numbers were
presented by Miss Virginia Newell,
Mrs. James Weille, and Messrs. Gil-
bert. Emmett Bagby, Richard, Scott
and William Deal.
May 23rd the club will hold the
final meeting until next fall.
411011latlet
Magazine Club.
The last meeting of .11Is season for
the Matgazine club was held Thurs-
day afternoon with Mrs. Saunder, A.
Fowler at her home on West Broad-
way, and it aas a gathering teeming
with many delights.
James Lane Allen quotations were
given at opening, by each of the
members, .while the .Cosmopolitan
was represented! by Miss Minnie Rat-
cliffe, The Outlook by Miss Francis
Gould, Ilarper's by Miss Martha
Davis and Mrs. Robert B. Phillips,
The Bookman by Mrs. Henry Over-
bey, the Literary Digest by \ars
Dr. Voris. the 'North American Re-
view by Miss Helen Lowery.
Before adjournment the guests par-




The secepition of Mks and Mrs.
James A. Rudy Wednesday svening
at their home on Kentucky avenue
near Sixth street was a delghtful af-
fair in every particular and attended
by a large concourse of friend's, who
greeted the honorees, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Rudy who have just returned
from their bridal tour through t
he
west.
Palms, ferns and scarlet pennies
artistically arranged, formed a beauti-
ful floral decoration for the recepti
on
hall while drooping smilax and snow
-
balls were pendant from the chande-
diet-. The parlor, drawing room 
and
dining rooms abounded! in green 
and
white, while satin and chiffon c
overs
were in the dining hall. where the
center piece was a profuse TIP
 C
bowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy were in the
parlor, receiving, assisted by Mr. and
Mrs. henry Rudy, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ar-
mour Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Sau
n-
ders Fowler, Mr. and Mrs. Th
omas
Hall, Mass Martha Davis and Mt
. Ed-
win Paxton, Miss Ethel Brooks 
and
Mr. Stewart Sinnott, Miss 
Rubie
Corbett and Mr. Richard! Rudy. 
Mr.
asel Mrs. Charlea Jarres o
f Evans-
ville; Mr. and Mrs. Charles K
iger,
Mr. •Lotsis Rieke. Jr.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech p
resided
over the pulse+ table, assisted b
y Mr.
Leech, Ml,.. Dow Wilcox and 
Miss
Retta Hatfield. In the reception
 hall
the guests were greeted by Dr
. and
Mks. Isilliartl Sanders. Miss 
Adah
Enders, Miss Belle Cave, and 
Messrs
Frank Davis an William R
ieke. In
Ire- dining-roonsi--was... nad of  
the
'receiving party, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wil-
liam Minnich, Mr. and, Mrs. 
Hughes
MIcKnight, Asses Mlary Cave 
and
Ella Sanders, and MeS3T3 
John
Brooks and William Rudy.
A two course stipper was 
served
and during the evening many 
called




One large hell; fifty cork 
life
presetvers, entirely new; three steam
whistle', different sizes; block 
and




Ito S. Second St.
Notice to Union Men.
There will be a meeting of all or-
ganized Union .men at Ceatral Hall
Sunday afternoon it 2 o'clock. A
speaker of prominence will address
Eight hand euchre was indulged in the m
eeting.
at the informal gathering with Mrs. CHAS. 
HART, Pres.
I. D. Wilcox Thursday morning at4
her home on Sixth and Kentucky Dirt For S
ale.
avenue. It was in compliment to Anyone wanting deb 
flower dirt.
Mesdames. Georgia Gage and Charles telephone George Seitz a
t tom over
A. Mohr, of Mobile, Ala., who are old 'phone.
Workers Society Held EZee-
don of Officers at Mrs. Efinger's
-.-Chuch Matters.
A telegram was received yesterday
morning by the ladies of the W. C.
T. U. from Mrs. Mary Balch of Isex-
ington, asking that there be post-
poned until some 'time in -June 'the
lecture she was to have delivered next
Tuesday evening at the Broadwy
Methodist church. As she cannot
get here this week the postponement
is made and another date will be se-
lected for the coming month. She is
state 'corresponding secretary for
Kentucky's temperance women, and
a most forceful and entertaining
talker.
Mixpah Mission.
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock Sun-
day school services will be conducted
at the Mizpah mission, with W. J.
Hills as superintendent.
Officers Elected.
The Wl;hing Worlzers of the Evan-
gelical church at their meeting with
Mrs. Lena Efinger of North Sixth
street Thursday fternoon, elected the
following officers to serve for the en-
suing year; Mrs. John Rock, presi-
dent; Mrs. William, Hummel, vice
president; Mts. William Bourquin,
secretary and Mrs. Efinger, treasurer.,
Home Mission Society.
The WOmen's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist
church will meef tomorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
Silas Mitchell, nit Maison street
Christian Science.
Christian Science services will be
conducted this mo-fling at io:3o
o'clock at 5527 Broadway, the anhject
being "Soul and Body." The testi-
monial gathering will be held next
Nalednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock.
W. C. T. U. Meets.
The meeting of the W. C. T. U.
next Thursday afternoon will he
given to the evangelistic department
under the superintendency of Mrs.
Julia Miles as she was unable to con-
duct the work, at the last matting.
NOT WORK FOR
NOMINATION
But Bryan would Accept—Letter to
a Personal Friend.
Chicago, May 12.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from St. Louis, Mo.,
says: M. C. Wetmore of this city,
a personal friend of W. J. Bryan,
yesterday received from Mr. Bryan,
uho is in Egypt, a letter in which'
he says:
"I am satisfied that the things I
have been fighting for are rowing,
1 et who will be Most available in
tooR is a question that cannot be
aeswered now. I shall not st. any-
thug. to secure another nominatioa,
and do not want it unless circum-
stances Seem to demand it—time
alone can determine that.
This is the first authoritative state-
ment of Mr. Bryan's attitude toward
the presidency in ;spa. The letter
personal. and his comment on the
national situation is the more in-
teresting to the public from the fact
that it is the frank utterance sf
party leader to a conlidental friend.
Strange Cargo From the Amazon
One of the strangeat cargoes a ves-
sel could possibly have was unloaded
at the London docks toward the close
of March. It consisted of several
dried flies con-
signed to a large firm of grain mer-
chants.
These flies, originating in Brazil,
have been purchased for use in the
manufacture of food for chickens,
cage birds, and the like. They were
caught on the river Amazon by Bra-
zilian's, who travel up the river in
flat-bottomed boats and who are pro-
vided with gauze nets, with which
they capture these insects in millions,
as flies hover in dense clouds over
many of the swampy reaches of the
Amazon.
The flies thus caught are killed,
dried in the sun, and then placed in
sacks. Upon arrival in London they
are mixed with millet and other grain
and are sold as chicken food, etc.
Some time ago the Brazilian govern-
ment, fearing that the fish in the
Amazon river would be starved, for.,
bade the exportation of flies; hence
the price of this strange commodity,
which used to be 6d per pound, has
now risen to is 6d per pound, and
oft r a little more.—Scientific Ameri-
can. ••
Most of the things that come to
those who wait are a trifle stale by
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All that's Best in Mattresses
Guaranteed by us as well
as Ostermoor.
Take care—Don't be fooled.
LOOK FOR THE LABEL
Put there by Ostermoor for your
protection. Beware of imitations
trading on the Ostermoor
success. We sell the genuine.
L. B. OGILVIE 0 CO.
Broadway and Fourth
Do You Like Mimic?
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of the Latest and Best
Song Successes.
I
Nigger Loves His 'Possum 25C Mistletoe Waltzes  25C
What Has the Night Time to Do Pig Ankle—Rag ssc
With the Girl 25C Hearts-ease—Reverie asc
Let Me See You Smile  ac !Twilight Meditation . 25C
Meditation — Song .. .. . ac :Flying Arrow—Indianesque isc
To Bohemia
Instrumental Hits.
ac I Young Antelope.
DON'T FORGET OUR loc EDITIONS—We have 4..000 pieces of the





BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
is J. Bleich,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 10 315 Broadway
• • 4 •9 • 
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE But VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. --•
12:1222121122====1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tsc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at me we will
foe 1.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings.
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of tooling and 1?uild-




. C. LEE. 315 hav.
"1 









for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
AY AND NIGHT. 4, OLD MOUE liog.








Dr. Loyal Departed Without
First PayingiFor Feed.
HORSE WAS AN EDUCATED BEAST
not be admitted there because the
mt titution was crowded to its full
capacity. Now many of the old ones
there have been released and the
superintendent notified Sheriff Ogil-
vie he could come on by the I5th
with the two boys. They have been
in the count
taken away.
jIU* 4*I*j to be
HEAD OF CLASS.
Dr. William T.Pollt Made Highest
Percentage of Class of ral.
Mr. Lon Polk, the well known
farmer who lives several miles from
the city, has .received word from his
ELIZABETH JONES FILED SUIT son, Dr. William T. Polk that the
latter passed the state board of ex-
aminers for Louisiana with the
highest percentage of the class of 121,
physicians.
Dr. Polk graduated in this state,
but locating 1nA1exandria, La., tci
Is 613_ practice, he is required to pass an
   . bcfor.: tlic F.:ate board,
hich in this way sees that every
physician is qualified to practice hie
profession, before he is granted a
state certificate entitling him to
practice in that commonwealth. It
is very gratifying to his many friends
here to learn that he lead the 121
class which was examined at New
Orleans.
AGAINST HERMAN JONES
FOR $i,000 ALIMONY AND
MAINTAINENCE.
TrinWe Charged With
structing the Public Road—
County Court Convenes
Tomorrow
Liveryman Charles Clark of South
hird street received word yesterday
that the educated horse of Dr.
Loyal had been attached at Gales-
bueg, Ill., and was being held to sat-
iffy the claim of $28 the Paducah
livery stable man has against Loyal
for feeding and boarding the animal.
The case comes up right away over
.there.
Loyal was a familiar figure on the
streets for several months, up until
about ten days ago. H,is horse is a
pretty, cream colored animal that is
very highly educated and peeforms
admirably. When the carnival came
here week before last Loyal joined
them with edtcated horse which
he had been keeping at the Clark
stable here. After the performances
to every night Loyal would come back
to the stable about It o'clock with
the animal. One night he did not
how up by midnight, and becoming
-suspicious, the liveryman rang up the
carnival grounds and found that
Loyal had gone to Illinois. Mr. Clark
then 'communicated with the Illinois
•Central freight department and
found that the man and educated
horse had left only half an hour
.before on the last outbound freight
train. It was seen by this that Loy-
al was getting away without paying
his stable bill, so Mr. Clark kept
trace of him until he reached Gales-
burg where the Paducahan had his
attorney to attach the horse which
now being held and will be sold
to defray the board bill unless the
latter is settled.
Magistrates Court.
Justice John Burnett tomorrow
convenes his monthly term of magis-
terial court The first day he de-
votes to calling over the docket,
whle trial of the respective actions
-commence the following day.
*
Circuit Court.
There was no session of tOe cir-
cuit court yesterday, Judge W. M.
Reed having-gone to Dawson Friday
to remain untily this evening. No
orders whatever were made.
The suits set for trial tomorrow
are as follows: Charles C. Parker
against the Paducah Traction Com-
pany, Jake S. Nicholas against The
Prudential Life Insurace Company,
Paul Block against Langataff.Orni
Manufacturing Company, and the
Mechanics and Farmers Savings
bank against Joe L. Friedman.
Sued by Wife.
Elizabeth Jones filed suit in the
circuit court yesterday against Har-
mon Jones for alimony and maintt-
nance. She wants $1.000 alimony
and her attoeneys fees. She sues on
the ground of non-support. The
couple were married December 15th,
tom and have an infant child.
Obstructing Road. ,
Yesterday in the county court
Judge Lightfoot tried the action
wherein Joe Trinkle is charged with
obstructing a public highway out in
the county by constructing a fence
-1eross It. Verbal evidence was 'tak-
en and the judge then held the mat-
ter open to hear authorities that are




Judge Lightfoot convenes the
county court tomorrow morning in
monthly session, during which time
he will probate wills, make settle-
ments with,parties in charge A es-
tates and guardians, and dispose of
the usual business coming before
Taken to Reform School.
Sheriii John W. Ogiivie will leave
Tueselsy for Lexington, Ky., with
Tom Albritton and Isom Scott, two
boys who are to be placed in the
reform school at that place for con-
finement.
The lads stole a lot of copper wire
from Foreman Bros. Novelty Works
and sold it to a man named Mit-
chell. claiming, the property belonged
to them They were at the last
term of criminal circuit court order-






He Returned Yesterday and Brought
Adam Scruggs, Colored, From
Fulton to Answer Charge.
Although he has not fully made
up his mind, Deputy United States
Marshal Wade Brown may resign
his present position the first of July
when the initial quarter of his ser-
vice ends. He has been tendered
the place of superintendent and chief
engineer of the waterworks plant at
Wickliffe, Ky., at a handsome salary,
and will shortly decide whether to
accept; if he does he will resign his
marshalship about the last of June
so his successor can be selected.
Mr. Brown was chosen about six
weeks ago to succeed Major George
W. Saunders of Mayfield who had to
resign on account of losing a leg as
result of his revolver falling from
his pocket, discharging and send-
ing a. bullet crashing into his limb
which had to be taken off. Mr.
Brown is making an exceptionally
good man and his resignation. if
tendered, would be a loss to the de-
partment.
Mr. :Brown returned yesterday
from Fulton and brought with him
Adam Scruggs, colored, who is
charged with selling whiskey with.
cut first procuring a government
license. On arriving here he gave
bond for his appearance before
United States Commissioner W.
Armour Gardner May 23rd. at which
time he will be given his examining
trial.
Deputy Brown on leaving here
went by way of Cairo and then to
Cayce and other points lool'ing for
some parties he is desirous of catch-
ing, but could not find them. He
wants ogre man for breaking into a
poet office and robbing the building,
while another is desired for tamper-
ing with a mail box.
This week Mr. Brown leaves for
points East of here. having a num-
ber of Warrants to be served.
ON WARPATH
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS DE-
MAND BETTER STREET
CLICANIWG.
Sweepings of Street Left on Cross-
ings and In Gutters by Street
Cleaning Contractor.
Friday morning the board of
public works went on the warpath,
through its secretary, over the slip-
shod service •bt:ing rendered in clean-
ing the improved streets.
At, Fifth and Jefferson the sweep-
ings of the night before were Istft on
the crossing and, after. -the'sgtriiikling
carts had sprinkled there yesterday
r.torniii; the crossing was as muddy
as in the worst weather of the year.
The street inspector was given
hurry orders to clear the streets with
the city's teams an men and to
charge the expense to the contractor.
At the next meeting of the board
rules more rigid will be adopted and
ordered enforced in a direction to-
wards getting better service in the
way of cleaning the improved streets.
At present the work is being done
by contract, and at a certain rate per
block. The contractor is to not only
sweep the streets but to haul the
sweepings awy. It is a waste of
money to have streets swept and
leave the dirt on the crossings and in
the gutters. It would be better to
not sweep the streets than to have
them left in such condition as that in
which they were left by the gang.
Notice
To the Policy lie.iders of the Trad-
ers Insurance ...-earpany, Paducah.
Kentucky.
We beg to advise you that on ac-
count of the heavy losses at San
Francisco, that this company has
been placed in the hands of a receiv-
er. It now seems that the entire ac-
cumulation of 32 years, which
amounts to over three million dol-
lars, has been swept away.
We have decided to replace all
Traders policies in good solvent com-
panies, which were unaffected by the
San Francisco fire, and give you
credit for your unearned premium in
the Traders Insurance Co.
This actiou will entail a great loss
to me, but it is my desire to protect
you against any loss on business,
placed in my hands. I trust that you
will appreciate my efforts in thus
protecting you against a loss, which
K as no fault of mine, and continue
your patronage, thereby assisting
me, in a small way, to recover the
losses which I have sustained.
Please bring your policies to our




FACTS IN A ftEW LINES
There are 30,000 Americans in Mex-
ico.
There are 1,259 rural libraries in
North Carolina.
The Transvaal mines yielded $104,-
000 000 worth of old for the year
KOS-
A writer in the .Westminster Ga-
zette recently produced the following:
"The footman made the monosylla- 1
bic reply of 'Sickening.'"
The right hand, although more sen-
sitive to the touch than the left, is
less sensitive than the latter to the
effect of heat or cold.
China, following Japan's eicample,
is sending large numbers of students
to Great Britain and the continent of
Europe. They go to the chief indus.1
trial centers.
The Chinese detective force is a
secret body, and the best organized
in the world. Its members keep an
eye on every man, woman or child,
nd, in addition, watch one another.
Miss Belle McTyre of Chester-
field. Va., recently killed a large eagle
which had been feasting for some
time on her cltickens. The eagle
measured 5 feet 6 7-8 inches from
wing to Wing.
Japan's mortuary list in the late war
number!' 80,738, made up of 47,152
killed in action, 11.424 died from
wounds and 21.1102 from sickness.
The total included' 213 officers, 76,-
go 8 non-commissioned officers and
men, and 1,357 non-combatants.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
try increases, and luxuries multiply,
the , den gradually assumes a more
and more primitive condition. This
is the natural resu tlof the reaction
against the surrounding effete lux-
ury of the household.
The surprise den is designed to
auptily a want suggested by many
letters requesting ideas on how to0 
Vicksburg, Mias.—United C,ommer
cial Travelers of America—Date a
sale May 17th and z8th, 1906, return
limit May 22nd, 1906. Rate for round
trip $t1.85
Green vale, S. C.—General Assem-
bly of the Presbyterian Church in
U. S.—Date of sale May tath, isth
and t6th, 1906, return limit May pat.
Limit can be extended to June isth,
1906 by paying fee of 50 cents. Rate
for round trip $18.15.
Paris. Ky. — 'rand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of sale May
arst and 22nd, limit May 25th, 1906.
Rate for round trip $12-75.
Louisville, Ky. — Spring Meeting
Louisville, Ky.,—Home Coming
Wieek of Kentuckians: Dates of sale
June tith.. 12th.. and r3th., 1906, limit
June 223rd; by paying fee of 50 cents
tickets cas be extended to thirty days
from date of purchase. Rate for
round-trip--$6.95.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.—
Biennial meeting General Federation
of Womens clubs; Date of sale ay
28th, 29th, 3oth and 31st, 1906 return
limit June 9th, 1906; ickets can be ex-
tended to July 15th by paying a
fee of $2.00, Rate for round-trip
$21.6o.
The steamer Kentucky will make a
special excursion, leaving May 26th,
Decoration, Day—Shiloh National
Park — Pittsburg Landing — Poo
round trip.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251 
decorate and fix -up a den in one's • • liLt
house. The surprise den is con-
minted io that one may open the
door from the dining-room, the
drawing room or the library, as thz
case may be, and usher the guests




LUCIAN BURNETT HUNG HIS
LEG ON SHARP NAIL IN
COUNTY.
Judge Lightfoot's Little Boy Broke
His Leg in Big Wooden Swing—
Officer Scalded Hand.
The Den.
Of late years our people have
come to realize the fact that a man's
room or a boy's room, is as neces-
sary to the properly conducted
household as the lady's boudoir.
These. rooms, by common consent,
are known as "dens."
A den usually consists of a small
space. some times nothing more than
tit alcove, where the men or boys of
the house may retreat, and the den
k usually decorated with an abun-
dant display of yachting flags, col-
lege colors, trophies of the hent and
athletic field, fishing rods, guns, etc.,
with probably a desk and an easy
chair. But as the wealth of the min-
Yesterday morning Lucien, the 10-
year-old son of Mr. Muscoe Burnett
of West Broadway, painfully injured
his leg at the home of Mr. C. K.
Lamond, of down in the county, by
falling from a swing and catching
his limb on a big nail.
Attorney Henry Hughes had taken
his boys and Mr. Burnett's lads
down in the rural districts to spenct
the day fishing, and they stopped
awhile at the Lamond home where
the Burnett lad clambered into the
big swing and was going back and
forth when he fell out and caught
his leg on the nail that tore the
flesh quite painfully. He-was brought
to town and the injury sewed up by
Dr. D. G. Murrell.
Leg Broken.
Frarcis, the five-year-old son .ot
Judge Lightfoot, broke his leg yes-
terday afternoon while swirging at
their home on West Jefferson street.
It is one of those large wooden
swings, with seats on either side, and
while the affair was going back and
faith the child got his leg caught
between the arms and fractured the
bone.
Hand Scalded.
Patrolman Alber Senser scalded
his hand painfully yesterday morning
t their home on the South Side. He
picked up the pot containing some
boiling hot coffee and was pouring
some out of the spout, when the
top came off and let the liquid run




To Finance the 1906 Crop for West-
ern Kentucky Tobacco Raisers.
Owensboro, Ky., May 12.—At a
meeting held here of 'the committee
of the American Society of Equity,
which 's an alliance of the tobacco
raisers of Western Kentucky, it was
decided to report favorably on the
plan or offer of the Louisville To-
bacco Warehouse company tofinance
the 1906 crop. The Louisville peo-
ple offer a million dollars on the
crop, advancing $5 on A, B and C
grades, for two years, until the te
bacco is sold. It will take a million
dollars or more to handle the crop
of tgo6, and Owensboro was not
prepared to advance more than
$150,000.
The directors of the society met
ii-. the,courthouse yesterday and de-
cided ,to hold the first annual con-
ference of the society in Owensboro
on July TO, when it is expected fully
7.000 people will be in the city. The
society was organized at Greenville a
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
-TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3
15. TO. and 7 to co p. m.
Or. ChildrPss
EYE, EAR, NOSE A1441)
THROAT.







over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)









OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 484





Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah, Kentucky.
Pictures, Diplomas, CertiSr.ates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-





stirdes, and is now one of the-
strongest farmers' organizations in
the South, covering Wester. Ken-
tucky and Northern Tennessee.
Louisville and Greenville were af-
ter the meeting in July, but Owens.
boro landed the meeting.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
S8 nn For the Round Trip toa U U Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good, service, goad table
good rooms,' etc. Boats leave ea-th
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added a
fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-








Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who stif-
ler from headaches—s_evere _oir.
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICk
RELIEF.









Will bring pleasure to your
-home during- the long stun-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and hear them. Then





E. H. PUPA EAR,
Attorney ./..t -Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,








Will -practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS
Rooms lo, It and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers,rzff
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.





JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
HOUSE CLEANING.
Insecthol













Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone am
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 3&
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING C
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.











At Register Isunalng, 323 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered-at-the 'postoffice of Padu-





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
- phone Cumberland tzfl.
....•
N1 -'
Sunday Morning, May 13, 1906.
, Submit It To The People.
'We understand that one or two of
the aldertpen give as their reason for
objecting tit giving the people the op-
portunity, to vote on a bond issut for
a watee;"and light plant is because
they do:iiot state the amount of
I
bonds nereded. This is but a subter-
fuge ati4; used nerdy to keep the
quesst.itm from going to the people.
If theaboard of aldermen, tomor-
row night, concur in toe action of
the lower. esstasaiessie ,will then be the
duty of. the general scouncil to ascer-
tain approxiNately the cost of a water
and light Milt' ildfficient for the im-
mediate future needs of Paducah.
This information can be obtained in
a very short while and then an or-
dinance covering the proposition is
to be enacted and the date of the
election set. .: : •
The only question before the gen-
eral council 0 -thiaa time is ,whether
or not that body is in favor of the
proposition being submitted to a vote
of the people. No valid reasons for
objecting to the people voting on it
can be given. The people of this
city have the right to be heard on the
question and that 'can only be done,
by giving them an opportu.nity to do
so. The members of the general
council are not put in office to rule
the people but do that which the
peoples may desire, and any member
who opposes the expression of the
will of the people is not a faithful
servant. If was " only by an election
that the people decided who should
compose themeneral council, and the
men whom they elected certainly
have faith enough in those very peo-
ple to let them express their choke
in the matter of whether or not the
city should own a water and light
plant. It will not Cost the city over
two hundred dollars to hold a special
election, and nothing if the question
Is chained at the November elec-
tion It thc majority of the people
\ are not in favor of the proposition
\ethat will settle the question so far
as thig city is concerned. Each in-
disidual voter is just as much inter-
sted in Paducah as any officer in it.
11114 is entitled to the opportunity of
expressing his views, and while there
may be some people who would vote
against the profsoiition, yet we be-
lieve that they will agree with The




On this pages . published a con-
densed statement of the 1905 report
of the water plaits elwned and (per-
ated by , the city of Detroit, Michi-
gan. The receipts from private con-
sumers netted the city $289,883.55
over and above all expense., and
in as won t iereto the city received
free rental of 4,11so fire plugs, which at
the rate charged in Pndricah amount-
ed to over $t25,00tewitid.free water
for all city purpos tar, a net revenue
and saving of rIbtics000 to the
city. Nor wthst 11 -for the rate
charged th41fIies there is. leas
thank One-thir Aat charged in Pa-
ducah, or a difference of at least $10
per year, making the saving to the
private consumer of over $soo,00n
totore, or a total oasis" to the peo-
ple of that city of overa million dol-
lars a year by reason of the city own-
ing the water worles. ,
r• 7 AT'
We now propose to demonstrate
the truth- of our 'assertions If the
Detroit water. .works, like that of Pa-
d-yeah, was o's%•?tted by a private con-
cern and that concern chargeed the
-same ratc1441 charged in Paducah
the receipts from private consumers
in Detroit would have been three
times $46015.45, or $1,38o,o46.35. hi




water company is $31, therefore De-
troit would have to pay $127,100 for
the 4,100 tire plugs, and estimate the
cost of water for other city purposes
at $23,000 and we then have $t5o,000;
this amount added to $1,380,046.35,
-receipts f r• Jut pi ivate -consumers
makes the gross receipts $1,530,046.35
from that, sum deduct the "expense
for operation and maintainance $170,-
130.90,” and the net receipts to a
pi:ite concern for one year--swordd
be exactly $1,359,915.45. In other
words if Paducah was as large as
Detroit, and the water works owned
by a private concern, the tax-payers
and consumers would have to pay
Si:359.915.45 more each year for water
than the people of Detroit now pay.
That sum represents the difference
between' municipal.- ownership Shd
private- ownership. In twenty years;
under private ownership, Detroit
won!' pay over twenty-six millions
of dollars which now stays in the
pocheja of the people, by reason of
the city owning the water works. If
the reader re'quires anything more to
ccfnvince hinto that municipal owner-
ship is best for the people, he simply
refuses to be convinced.
Grafters and Independent Voters.
In discussing an article in Collier's
NVeekly on the publicity given to the
grafters throughout the country, the
Louisville Post takes occasion to
advance a few terse and wholesome
ideas on the subject when it says:
"Today the candidate for office,
when asked if he believes in stealing
s..ections and simply replies that he
is a Democrat will be told that he is
also a fool. The grafter who seeks
to ride into power by simply stating
that he is a Republican w.411 find that
he will have to give other reasons
before he can command any strength.
In local affairs at least the time is
near at hand when party symbols
will cut 'little figure in elections.
"One other point made by Collier's
Wsekly is also strong enough to
ention. The war against graft and
public criminals is necessarily at-
tended by investigation and expos-
ure, but the names Ant linger in the
public mind are the-men who did
the exposing and not. _those who
were exported. mt. Iry .not, prob-
sbly, ten men ill! %Silk who can
call the names elf eh, sten prosecuted
for postal fratiffs, 'tut everyone
knows what President Roosevelt did
to punish these men. The names of
the bandits who conspired together
to rob Philadelphia are not known
outside of that city. but Mayor
Weaver, the man who stopped the
steal, is known from Maine to Texas.
The names of the men that Folk
prosecuted are forgotten, but Folk is
governor of Missouri. Everyone
knows that Sesr aft struck
down the Yd() i 1lUblican ma-
chine in Cincinnati, but aside from
Boss Cox the names of the men
thrown out of office have long since
passed out of the public mind.
Electric Light Rates.
Municipl ownership of 'public util-
ities is: sweeping the cotintry. At
Madisonville; Ky., the citizens are de
manding a change from private to
public ownership of a lighting plant
and in this issue of The Register is
printed the rates the company charges
in that thriving and gr *ring little
city.
The atention of the reader 'is re-
spectfully called to those rates in or-
der that he may compare them with
those prevailing in Paducah. The
Maisonville company propoSes to
furnist street lights, all and every
night service for $48, while the com-
pany in Paducah three months ago
proposed to furnish a schedule sr-
vice for $62.50 or 30 per cent more
for that service than Madisonville for
all and every night service. In Mad-
isonville one 16 c. p, incandescent
fight Coats 45 cents per . 'mouth, iii
Paducah 85 cents: a month. :
For 50 lights or more'the.-Madison-
ville tatei *o'cents. ;n Padulah they
are on knitter, and according to the
expedience of the owners of the Fra-
ternity building, the cost of the lights
average s over So cents each per
mont-i7;fhe meter rSte in Madison-
ville is 6 cents and Scents per 1,000
watts, While in Paducah it is to cents,
tath cents and more.
These figures arc s comparison be-
tween two private lighting concerns,
both of which are in business to make
money. If the Madisonville company
can make a profit at . the rates pro-
posed, the nit stands to reason that
the people of Paducah are being
charged etiffreTy to much for cur-
retA.
If 'the low rates at Madisonville
yeild s good profit,_ then, if the peo-
ple desire to get the fill benefit of
low rates, they must stand for and
advocate the city of Paducah owning
and operating an electric light 'plant.
In order for the people of thiseity
to fully appreciate the full benefits of
municipal ownership we have but to
point to Owensboro, a city that owns
the light plant, and the' people of
that eity piy-ju-st one-half the--rates-
that he people of Paducah pay.
The Menace of Shysters.
Two months ago we  wrott an  art-
icle on the latter day relation of the
legal profession with the country and
said that in our opinion that it was
rapidly approaching the point where
that professiOn was a menace to the
peace and welfare of this govern-
ment.
Although our remarks were quali-
fied Ansi .exceptions urged, some of
the local lawyer's were indignant, a
fact that did hot disturb us in the
least, but we have no reasons what-
ever for changing our views, but on
the contrary are constantly discover-
ing where other newspapers, bar as-
sociations and individual liwyers
shate the se nentinsents. The
trouble with the legal profession as
a whole is 'the lack of courage. On
the part of its members to arraign
the shysters and unprofessional sharks
before the bar associations and ex-
pel them, and then enter disbarment
proceedings before the courts. Pub-
licity is what is needed for the men
who are a disgrace to the profession.
When those scamps are given to un-
derstand that they are to be kicked
out and the public appraised of the
fact, they will either reform or quit
practicing law.
At this time the bar





unless it results in some expulsions,
the very process of whitvvash will
prove to the people of this city that
the remarks of this paper a few
months ago were well founded.
We do not know who the commit
tee is investigating, except by com-
mon rumor, nor of the evidennce it
may have, but we ..are satisfied that
enough evidence is in possession of
outside parties that will justify one
expulsion at least. Outside of Louis-
ville, we doubt if any city in'the state
contains more unscrupulous lawyers
than some who are members of the
Paducah Bar Association, and if the
other members dio not know this to
be a fact, it is because they do not
want to know it, and believe that
such characters should be shieilikil
and giveen full sway. In another
column is an article clipped from a
Louisville paper on "The Evils of
Contingent Fees," and to which we
ask the serious and careful persual of
the committee and the lawyers of
this city.
The Sewer Blind.
The corporation organs are favor-
ing a- bond issue for sewers in order
to confuse the public mind on the
question of municipal ownership oi
a water and light plant.
If the people of Paducah wish to
vote on the question of bonds for
sewers, they should be given the op-
portunity to do so. Every proposi-
tion must stand on its merits, and we
do not believe that, the sewer propo-
sition contains sufficient merit to ap-
peal to the people. At this time work
is now going on to extend the sewer-
age sys;c n rout Ninth t(k Fountain
avenue au& from Trimble to Norton.
streets. This work will be done by
next spring.
The only sections of the city then
without sewers, will be that north of
Trimble street and south of Norton
street. At a moderate cost the south
side can he turned into Island creek,
and on The north side a main sewer
to- Perkins creek will relieve that sec-
.tioh. In the main part of the city
the storm water afid :sanitary sewers
have been installed at the cost of the
abutting property, and just why those
propetty owners should now vote for
bonds to sewer other territory, and
then have to pay off over two-thirds
'of the bonds by general taxation on
their property, We fail to trnderstane.
They have 'paid fbr the -entire sew-
ers down io the city, and we .doubt
if they would now want to pay fp
sewers to benefit other peopIes•prop-
erty, sinless convihced that 'it id 'to
their interest to do so. The average
tax-payer is just"likt the corporations
he is not. fond of paying any mote
taxes than he can help. And the etflY
he will look at the proposition will
he, as the people outside of the sew
Cr district paid practily nothing to
wards the sewers in -that distfict
there is no good realm why the oto
pie in that districtbshouldi pay, f9r
4111
sewers for the people in other dis-
er
'So far as the gestral sanitary con
,
-
ditions are concerned, they are bet
ter in Paducah than in St. L.ouis
-Chicago, Louisville or Memphis.
---41lowever, if the-- ---majority of the
people of Paducah want to sewer the
city from one end to the other, and
crossways too, The Register will ac-
cept the result.
•
The Evil of Contingent Fees.
(Louisville Post.)
At a recent meeting in New York
of the Social Association, the "ad-
ministration of the law" was one of
the chief topics. Mr. John Brooks
Leavitt .spoke on the abuse of, the
centingent fee.'
Mr. Leavitt said he was. not going
tO attack tile contingent lee; which is
well-called the poor man's fee,
"which he considered a necessity M-
a country where disregard of the
law was prevalent among the power-
ful." He discussed the abuse of the
tee and the ill effect it has on the
conduct of counsel, with a desire to
put restrictions on the practice which
would promote the ends of justice.
"To give to lawyers," said: Mr.
Leavitt, "a personal interest in the
results of suits was not only to put
them under temptation to stir up liti-
gation and to do improper things to
win, but also tended to alter the re-
lation of attorney and client from the
confidential to the commercial. The
lawyer became a trader, bargaining
for the sale of his services, and the
bargain having been struck, the
buyer must look out for himself.
"Courts are submerged in a flood
or litigation not a little of which is
fraudulent, judges are overworked,
and the legal profession is infested
with prowlers after prey whose un-
due zeal not only causes them) to
reach out for contingent fees of 40,
so and even 6o per cent., but has de-
veloped the new calling of 'ambu-
lance chaser.'
"The remedy," continued
Leavitt. "is- so simple that it has
gone unnoticed. It is among the
ls.wyers who seek after, and not
those who are sought by the tin -
fostunate victims of negligence or
libel, that uhconscionable agreements
and malpractices are to be found.
Nullify all agreements and abolish
all attorneys' liens in solicited cases,
and you "put the 'ambulance chaser'
cut of business. At the end of the
first sentence of Section 66 of the
Code, which legalizes special agree-
ments for conpensation, add 'pro-
videded that the employment in
question has not been solicited di-
rectly or indirectly by the attorney
or counsellor.' In the next sentence,
cs'ecating the attorney's lien, give it
only to an attorney 'whose esiploy-
ment has not been solicited by him-
self directly or indirectly.'
"At the close of the section, in
reference to action by the court.
add 'and after the rendering of ally
verdict in favor of a plaintiff in any
action to recover damages for per-
sonal injury, it may of its own mo-
tion summon such plaintiff to the
har and snake inquiry as to the cis-
ct-mstances under which the agree
ment for compensation therein was
made, and the reasonableness there-
of.'
"Also amend Section 74 to as to
make it a misdemeanor for a attor-
ney to 'solicit directly or irdirectly
his own employment in any action
or special proceeding.'
!`To do this is to lay th•• ax a:
the root of the tree. In this way
the right of the poor litigant to ob-
tain a champion on a contingent fee
dis carefully preserve, and the power
of the lawyer to abuse that right is
cestroycd.'
The subject is one of great int-
tortance, having a direct influence
on the course of justice. The bar is
part of the judiciary system, with
its first obligation to law and its
highest purpose the doing of justice.
Yet tinder commercial practices and
a false code of ethics members of the
bar too often promote litigation sole-
ly for commercial ends, and become
i.arties to suits which are *illy con-
spis-suisa to rob oven when t
bevy is done under the forms of law."
Society needs, as never bore, the
influence of the bench and the in
of the bar. It is the chief
barrier betwen epace and anarchy.
The great promoters of anarchy are
lawyers who, for a fee, contingent or
other, prostitute law to the perver-
sion of justice and make the court-
house second only to the jail as an
object of hate or terror to the law-
abidding citizen.
FA LSE ALARM.
Boa and Basket Factory Thought to
be Afire. Yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon about 6
o'clock the fire departments were
summoner to the exyx and- baslc:t
factory in Mechanicsburg, but the
alarm proved to be a false one. Par-
ties around there thought the plant
was ablaze and summoned the ap-
paratus which quickly arrired
Ur. and Mils, lames Jacobs




We offer a splendid line of cream
Dress Goods ranging in price from fifty
cents to a dollar fifty per yard. ff in-
terested in "creams" the following line
will appeal to you as being all that
goods can be at the prices asked
CREAM DRESS GOODS
36 INCH CREAM MOHAIR soc.
45 INCH CREAM MOHAIR 75c.
40 rNCH CREAM MOHAIR gee.
44 INCH CREAM MOHAIR $:.00.
45 INCH FANCY STRIPE CREAM MOHAIR $1.5o.
46 INCH FANCY BLACK STRIPE CREAM MOHAIR St3o.
36 INCH BLACK DOT CREAM MOHAIR 5oc.
36 INCH CREAM PANAMA soc—ALL WOOL.
50 INCH CREAM PANAMA 93c—ALL WOOL. ..
52 INCH CREAM PANAMA $:.00—ALL WOOL.
36 INCH CREAM MENRIETTA 35c—ONE-HALF WOOL.
36 INCH CREAM HENRIETTA soc—ALL WOOL
52 INCH CREAM SERGE $z.5c—ALL WOOL.
36 INCH CREAM ALBRATROSS soc—ALL WOOL.
43 INCH CREAM NUB BOURETTE $z.00—ALL WO6L.
40 INCH CREAM NUN'S VEILING pc—ALL WOOL.
38 INCH BEDFORD CORD 75c—ALL WOOL.
37 INCH CORDED VOILE soc—ALL WOOL. .
38 INCH CREAM LANSDOWN $z.35—ALL WOOL.
38 INCH CREAM CHEVIOT 75c—ALL WOOL.
50 INCH CREAM BROADCLOTH Sys°.
PURCHIMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
THE MAGNIFICENT SHOWING
OF DETROIT S WATER WORKS.
Detroit, Mich., owns the water plant and the following is the fig-
ures from the official report for the sear ending June
Water rents from private consumer
Expenses for operatic" and maintenance
Net receipts











Estimated valuation of works  $7,836,601.00
Rates ner annum:—
For family household purposes 
Bath tub for families  1.00
  1.60
Total coat per million gallons
Automatic water closet for family
Total mileage of pipes 662 miles
pumped, three dollars and five cents.
CHEAP LIGHT RATES OF
COMPANY AT MADISONVILLE.
At Madisonville, Ky., a contest is on for municipal ownership of a
light plant. The present company seeing the hand-writing on the wall
has addressed an open lester to the mayor and council, and offers to sell
the plant to the city by arbitration or to reduce the lighting rates. In
making the proposition the company ssys:
"And following the declaration as made ;- our letter to you of May a,
that our proposition would embody a reduction in the price both of
street lights and also to private consumers, we now beg to advise you
that commencing on June ist, '9°6, that our prices for lights will be as
allows:
STREET LIGHTS.
For the city, $48.00 each per annum, the lowest price we know of in
the United States.
INCANDESCENT LIGHTS.
For private consumers at the following prices, based on 16 C. P.
lamps.
or commercial use, business hoi$e, Flat rate. 
From x to 3 lights 
From 5 to 25 lights 
From 25 to 50 lights 
From so and over
All night and every night service.
RESIDENCES.
For residences, flat rate:
From 5 to i5 lights
From I 5 and over ....... ...
All night and every night service.






... A . ; .... . . . . 20C each
For commercial use, business houseai...*. 6%c per 1,000 wattle
Residence  Sc per woo watts
Electric current for motor service not to exceed 6c per t,000 watts.
Too Deed to Resurrect.
(Clinton Gazette.)
The Paducah News-Democrat i3
trying to dig up Chas. K. Wheeler-
corporation attorney and one time
congressman ir9tn_this • district, and
push him into politics as so agtir
machine candidate for governor.
Mr. Gteen Dale, wife and child,






Mr, jrvinn S. Cobb wife rind child
of New Yorks arrive here next week
to visit the 'former's mother, Mrs.
Manie Cobb of Aroadway. Mir. Cobb
goes back ho*in two weeks, while
his wife .and child remain until next
month. avhett they go to Svannals,
ca.. to visit Mfrs. Cobb's'parents-, Mr.
and Mrs. Marcus Baker. Miss Manic.
Cobb is now at the latter place, hav-
ing gone there after visiting her
-brother in New York.
Mrs. D. 'J. Alexander of Whitlock,
Teats,, will arrive today to visit her








































Mitchell so.  
Barbour 3b
French 2b.  
Burson rf.  
Mk- Wiilkerson lb 
Donovan cf.
Moran_ If. _ 
Matteson c. 
Perdue p. ..... o
The Hoosiers Out played the Indians




Paducah  9 I ..900
Vincennes 7 3 -700
Cairo  5 5 .500
Danville  3 7 .300
Mattoon  2 16 4.,50
Jacloional   2 6 .250
Results Yesterday.
Vincennes 6; Paducah 2.
Danville to; Cairo 5.





The Indians and ViiiCelf"fetti crossed
bats Saturday with anothedeal day,
cool and clear.
A fair crowd was out to s• ee the
Vincennes defeat the locales she first
fall-down this season.
Three hits off South in 3 innings;
4 off Ames in six innings.
The home bunch will have joy do
scone playing Ti' 05
Paducah fan, will start tbdir Wets
to blowing at the next two games,
Perdue was saved for Paducah and
he pitched winning ball.
Pint Inning.
Mitchell, first up, fouls out to Haag;
Barbour flys out to Taylor; French
) strike; out.
Taylor flys out to first; Mc▪ Clain to
center; Gilligan safe to, first on a
hit to left; Haas out only to sigh)
field.
Second 'Inning.
Burson grounds). to Gilligan to
Haas; Wilkedson our Gilligan to
Haas; Donovan flied to (illigan; all
died.
NVetzel hit, by pitched ball; Krry
fans; Wetzel caught stealinng second;
filler liner to second.
Third 4nMug.1 f
Moran hit to club house; -S1cClain
dropped the ball; Matteson's drive to
center gives them a score; Perdde
out to South; Mitchell sends a hot•
eme to center. Taylor's throw in homel
puts the tag, on Mfatterson; another
drive to center by Barbour brings
another run for the visitors.
Nippert grounds out from short 'to
first; the big Indian Chief Lloyd bats
in South's place flys out to right field;
Taylor fans;
Ames relieves South in the 3rd lc
South's arm has been sore since the
Evansville series.
Fourth Inning.
Burson grounds out to
Wilkerson grounds out to
Donovan grounds to Haas.
McClain's hit to right starts the
excitement; Gilligan bunts, advanced
McClain •to second; Haas. grounder
to 3rd carries NlyClaiii to third sack;
Wetzel fans. .
Filth Timing.:
Nloran t1), Nliller; Matter-
Gilligan;
‘VetzeT;
7-7- -,7•Rme me-wer -,arier7syraP•r‘stS7ts plurfr!"!'




4 o o It o 0
0 :I
a o 0 
3 1 0 3
3 I 2 5 2 ° ONE FIREMAN AND TWO EX-
1 o 2 0
MEET TOMORROW
Totals— 33 6 7 27 to I
Paducah— AB.R.BILPO.A.E
Taylor ef.
McClain If. 4 0 1 0 a
Gilligan 213 3 0 1 3 6
Haas lb 
Wetzel 3b. 
4 1. 13 0
3 0 o 3
Perry ss. , 
4 
o 2 2
Miller rf.. 3 2 0 lo
Nippert c. 30050
*Lloyd x.  r 000 o
South p. 0 0 0 0 1
Ames p. 2 0 0 0 0
•Totals—
TRAS WILL BE SELECTED
BY BOARD.
Owners of Nos. sal and 120 Bread-
01 way Informed Chief They Start
Tomorrow to Razing Buildings.
O At the monthly session tomorrow
O evening ,of the police and fire corn-
O missioners, 2 successor will be
 'chosen -to take the- place of Mr. Syd:
31 2 5 27 13 I ney Gilbert, who resigned his posi-
*Lloyd batted for South. kiwi recently as stationman of the
Innings i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g—RHE Tenth a nd Clay streets station to
Vinncennes ..00 2000202 6 7 1 enter other business. The commis-
Paducah . .000000200 2 5 1, stoners will also select two extra
Earned runs--Vincetincs 1. I men to take the places of FrankInnings pitched—South 3; Ames 6. Digel and Kelley Franklin who re-Hits—Off South 3 singles; two
scores.
Three base hits—Moran, M. Millet,
Stolen base—Moran.
Sacrifice hits—Perdue, Gilligan
Struck out—By Perdue 5; South i;
Amer 3.
Hit by pitchvd ball—Donovan, Wet-
zel.
Wild pitches--Ames.






Gilligan fans; Haas flys out to Don-
oyan; Wetzel hit safely to right; Per-
ry flys out to Burson..
• The game was 'very fast, one hour
and fifteen minutes told the story.
Umpire Bush was a little off on his eil and aldermen threaten to cut thedecisions at times. salaries down if the commissionersCan't we take two out of three
from Vincennes?
• put on the full number of men al-
Taylor had his off day for the first 
lotted in the new state regulation.
time this season. 'I he commissioners have authority to
put on the men without consent ofSouth will very likely go home
the legislative bodies, but the latternext week for a rest, until the sore-
ness gets out of h's arm. I cen raise or lower the salary at will
A big crowd will s„ salty time during the year, therefore
if 3a are employed, reductions in paySunday.
Everybody root for the indialgs
Sunday and keen our rep up.
Circus Kills Oasials: 41=4 N
Jacksonvillas Ill., May ta.-4111rate,
count of a circus being in town there
.A00.4was no game today.
signed their places in the department
service.
The next meeting of the commis-
sioners occurs the second Mcnday in
June, which is the tith of that
month, the exact date on which goes
into effect the law adopted by the
i
state legislature ordering that sec-
ond class municipalities maintain
police forces of not less than thirty
I men. That applies to Paducah
which is in the designated class, but
the probabilities are the commis•
stoners will not increase the force
to the full thirty, but put it back to
twenty-Tour where it was before the
republican city legislators reduced it
to eighteen men several months ago.
There is no necessity for the full
thirty, and it is understood the coun-
Will be made so as to make the total
expense of maintaining the depart.
anent during this year remain within
the stun set aside for the police dur-
tng last January.
Danville Cleans Up Cairo.
Cairo, Ill., May- 1 2. —For every,
score rnde by each team, an error was
chalked up against the other side.
and ths result %Ai 15. scores and 15
errors. •
Cairo's aerial excursion in the sec-
ond netted Danville seven runs which
was enough to win the game.
Danville  10 5 5





The Western Stars defeated the R.
A. R.'s yesterday in a score of 5 to
4. after a hot game. Hayes, Hart and
Lloyd were the battery for the Stars,
and Steward and Steward for the it.
A. R's.
Yea, it is Funny.
Herc's a funny thing, Paducah
on two-thirds of the games played
with Cairo last season. VIIICCI111Cb
son hit by pit ch.-(11 ball; Nlatterson peat Paducah a majority, • whne
/forced at and by Perdue; •Alitchell Cairo did likewise to Vincennes.flys mit to Gilligan. Can anyone account for this?—Bulle•
tin, Friday.
The subject under discussion was
Cairo's boast of what it did to Pa
citicah one time in the dim past. For
obvious reasons the ;Bulletin swiches
to another proposition, but in doing
so adopts the policy of evasion, and
of misleading its readers. In the
first place. Paducah won three-
fotirtlis of the games played with
Cairo last season and not two-tl.irds:
here were a games between those
dubs; Paducah won 18, or a percent•
ege of .75o, and Cairo won 6, or
percentage of 2.50. We have not
looked up "TIM— gamet-INST-111 1511-
between Paducah and Vincennes, but
Perry pops ont to Passim!, tMiller
flys out to Wilkerson; Nippert. flys
ont to right field.
Sixth mig.,ut -7• JP I 11
Barbour, grounder to Wrtsel.' out
to Haas; French fans; Burson flys
out to Miller in right. •
deA out. mes, s1 • grAtlf1r t 0 etd e .
to first; Taylor flys out to second;
McClain, grounder to second out to
lest
Seventh Inning.
Wilkerson, grounder to Gilligan,
out to tat; Donovan grounds out to
Haas; Moran singles to center. lauds
at first safe; Moran steals second;'
e-Metterson to center, -brings Wein ist
'home; Matterson 'teak second; Per-
due, grounder through second, pulls daring the entire 1905 season Padu-
Nfatterson in home; Mitcisell, ground.' cab won 69 games and lost 34, or a
er to Perry. catches Perdue at secondlgeneral perccntag of .670. and Vin
Gilligan Ays out to second; Haas,,cennes won 64 and lost 40, or a gen.
'hot liner to center, put him safe on eral percentage of .615. Cairo did
rst; Wetzel flys out to center fielder;' rot do as well.
Perry sent a hard one to Mitchell,
_goes to second sack and takes Haas
to trd; Miller's three base hit to right
Griid bring* in I-Ihan -and Wetzel;
Ikippert. grounder to /shock out at
Arm, left Miller ea third; Oft, tikat.fa, .
tal seventh. The new Masonic lodge at Kevii,
MI6* Inning. Bollard county, will be insatutad the
aftettoon ;of .d, 4 Barbour fans; Prench, groundet tol SaM•day, Mity ath, at
Gilligan, out to Haas; Burson ground-
er
that place, the dispensation for the
order having bben reeeivect from theto Perry, out to Plias.
grand maater of Kentucky. M. JamesAmes' flys out to French; Tseylorl
E. Wilhelm, past grand master ofailed out on strikes; McClain
the trate, goes down that day to in-ound'ed to shoTt, out to Wilkerson.
ditttte site lodge which starts a with
Ninth Ing.c •
' Wilkerson flys out to Perry; Don-
dwan gets hit on the head by pitched
bail; Donovad' comes in on Taylor's
slow, fielding of Moran's fly tesseetsterl
Jajorin scored on kjatteson'a •tiji to
center. heats Taylor's throw in ;• Pet-
"due Inns
MASONIC LODGE.
•, Tear Down Buildings.
At recommendation of Fire Chief
James Woods and the fire com-
mittee, the city legislative bodice
have condemned the buildings Nos.
118 and ix) Broadway, and they will
be torn down right away. The build-
ings are in a very delapidated con-
dition, and fears are felt they will
fall down and kill someone. They
were condemned some weeks ago,
and the owners contracted with
someone to tear them down, but the
party thkw up the job, and the)
lave just now secured the services
of another who expects to begin 
order Co give the decline sufficient
r:,zing the storehouses tomorrow, so 
i to carry thc water and offal off by
the owners informed Chief Woods 
I its. natural drain.
Another thing he will figure out
is how much of the offal and storm
svater from the territory out about
Jackson Clark and Jefferson streets,
can be flowed over towards Trimble
street for a new outlet and not beens to keep pushing the matter and
compel this. The owners are sus- 
brought down through the mains in
the main business portion of the city.ceptible to heavy fines for every day This is done for fear the flow fromthe structures stand 'after condemna-
tion, but it is not desired to urge 
the additional territory will tax the
this, the only object being to rid the 
capacity of the piping already down
public of danger from collapse of the 
and cause trouble that may prove
costly to remedy.
l'ouses. As soon as he decides how far out
tl:e new systems can be run, he then
comes back and gets the balance of
HOME. the grades and levels that arc neces-
sary. He does not want to do this
first, because after developments
chased and
park.
Most of the demimonde of the city
maintain establishments of question-
able nature between Ninth andi Elev-
eutth on Washington and Kentucky
avenue and there is being agitated
the proposition of buying all this
property outright, move the dispreu-
utable people out and convert the
place into a large park foi the bene-
fit of the public. Despite this desig-
nated section is now given over to
the resorts, right in the adjoining
blocks resides some of the best peo-
ple of the city, and these latter would
give liberally to a fund to purchase
the neighborhood in question. le
is also said' that many people owning
the property orupied by the houses of
ill-fame would be more than willing
to sell at a greatly reduced figure, as
they do not desire to keep this kind
of buildings and grounds, but can
rent them to none except of this
character.
The business man in question owns
property ont that way and cavs he
would give several hundred dollars to
the fund, while he does not doubt
but what at least $15,000 or $2o,000
could be raised in this way. ass many
not even owning property or residing
out that way have expressed them-
selves as willing to contribute sums.
No money was set aside by the city
legislators the first of this year for
public park purposes but everythig
will be istosten in running order by
next Jmry, at which time some
proviaion will be made of this nature.,
INITIAL SKETCHES
FOR NEW SEWERS.
(Continued from Page One.)
sesterday. No 118 Broadway is
(-wiled by Mr. Jacob Weil, and No.
12n by the T. H. Puryear estate. If
the work is not started immediately






Well Known Business Man Says
Thousands Cottod Be Raised to
Buy Scarlet Section.
President D. C. Murrell of the pub-
lic park commission has not yet de-
cided when hc will call a meeting
of, the plembers, but it will probably
be sometime this week or next, as
they .have several mtters they want
to take up.
One well known citizen who owns
property lying next to the scarlet
section on West Court and West
Washington street said yesterday that
he thought the park commissioners
could raise many thousands of dollars
by asing for subscriptions from peo-
ple who own property and reside in
close proximity to this mentioned
neighborhood which many want pur-
converted into a public
INSURANCE MEN
RETURN
(Continued from Page One.)
along that the electricians have not
strictly adhered to the schedule of
electrical construction tlre insurance
companies compel the municipalny'to
maintain in order to get the benefit
of the reduced insurance rates.
Wherever he finds that these de-
fects have arisen on acntint of no
tity--eleetrician--fraleingsternS
for the past several months, he is
compelling the building owners to
have it torn out where it does not
conform to the regulations.
As soon as the ordinance prescrib-
ing the duties of the city building
inspector is adopted, Mr. McPherson
will commence discharging these ob-
ligations 'by visiting all buildings in
town and seeing what condition they
are in, and also keeping an eye in
MOW -Bit* WIN Be Instituted at new structures going up to see thatKavil Afternoon of May aiSth. they are constructed, properly from
a fire and protective standpoint.
Planting Corn.
Chief James Woods, oi the tire de-
partment was out yesterday with sev-
eral men at the farm on which is lo-
cated the city's pest house behind
Oak Grove cemetery, working corn
which will be used in feeding the ani-
d usernhershi Severs' Masons li  Th ita goo p.
from this' city will acompany him to lios many acres of gronnd around the
assist in tie work. (quarantine station that is of no use
*evil is About twenlVnjleR below and it was decided this spring to put
heiq pi, the Cairo division of the °cumin and use it at the department
ilflooil Central, and a short distance' houses This will cut down the Seed,
Worn tarereter, wiire a new lodge or hills to a certain extent, as quite a
Otis °Hiss wil he installed soon. large area is planted with it non',
in
may show it cannot be run out as
far as anticipated. It will be some-
time about August before the plans
are finished as there is a great
amount of work to he accomplished.
•
J•• peat.wannrin
;Mr. Rufus Har4 alliones
Winchester, Ky., to visit.
Mesdames P. G. Reed. and John L.
Powell of Marion, Ky.1 ,are visiting
in the city.
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
let us call yoise attention to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Paintei China
Some new designs in a FERN D ISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices--ou r prices special for May—Silver
plated work at 1/2 price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. 1 A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
t:All Kinds Monument* and General Cemetery Work (Use
••
r4 I i i IGreen River Stone \ K
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble Granite
and Stone Work:.






3 P. M. Admission 25c
PADUCAH vs VINCENNES
At League Ball Park.
MAY 12, 13 and 14
General admission 25 cents; grand stand 35 cents; box seats 6o cents:Tickets on sale Smith & Nagel's. Fourth and Broadway. Time called at
3: 30 P. m-
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
11.0.11•0 *NM MINIM•••••
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
•••••••imo
Remember it's free. See





Call at Oil rstore and hear the
specially pqtpared Records of Bands
and other Instrumental Music, Songs,
Stories, Recitations, and assure your-
self that titis is the best offered. You
Buy only the Reccrds.
STODARD TALKING
MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
401,0 QUALITY.
As a haute" entertainer it has no
mal. t e departments. e y equal The best talent in the coun-
try is brought right to *our fire-
side to while away evenings with
comical recitations and bongs. An
it promptu dance may be gotten up
LE
•
at a moment's notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun
try to play the dance music. Or you
may wish to leadn a song and what
be tter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singer; to phrase
a song over and over again if need
be. The possibilities of this wonder
ful little machine for instruction and
smusement are endless.
This Grapropnone represents one
of the latest achievements of the
largest and best equipped Talking
Sischine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction will stir-
wise and delight the most exacting
listener. •




enamel Stiel Horn with large anipl;-
lying Bell and Brass Detachable
Horn Connection.
Liktachable Horn Supporting Arm.
• Aluminum Swinging Arm—
Noiselese and perfectly construe-
Ltd Mow*
Oil tempered bearings that wilt.
last a lifetime—
An adjustable Speed Screw—
Indestructable Natinal Tone Sound
Box, etc.
4One Standard Talking Machin
Free to Every Customer whose Cash.
Purchases amount to
See and tear this wonderful instru-


















I Back of every Policy of .
± THE MUTUAL LIFE
4 of New York stands 4:
The First American Life In- :











BE WISE AND Gr.T A GOOD
'CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
'CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
SINgST KINDS OF REPAIR
1VC/RK ON ALL KINDS OF
<LOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A













List of new subscribers added by
peny today;
1737 Culley, Roy D. & Co., 312/2
Proadway.
1866 Bridges, T. II., Res., aot
kountain avenue.
2572 Stephen, Florida, Res., 1748
Harrison.
2625 Coffee, Maude, Res., 816 S.
-'Seventh.
2631 Davis, Capt. Grace, Res., 418
Jackson.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers c.r five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the county we have
C3 times as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
a telephone in your residence at the
Amor- rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.






IN THE CASE OF THE MAN
WHO LOST HIS
WATCH.
R. E. Cecil Frosted He Was t Home
When Watch Was Taken From
Parker Who Was Drunk.
Some very amusing swearing was
done in the case charging Blacksmith
R. E. Cecil with stealing the watch
of Blacksmith W. R. Parker. One
man testified he saw Cecil take the
watch from Parker while the latter
was drunk at the Ism= wagonyard,
about 8:30 o'cl .ek at night. Parker
himself swore i'e lost the watch- in
the afternoon .1 believed Cecil got
it, while Cecil by half a doz-
en witnesses that he was at his home
every minute after quitting work that
evening, while in the afternoon he
was at the rblacksmith shop constant-
ly. The judge decided Cecil was not
guilty and dismissed the warrant.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Sanders continued until
tomorrow the warrants charging
Walter Holland and Will Tucker
e1Ith breaking into the residence of
Captain Thomas Herndon on Wash-
ington near Fourth street. It is
claimed they forced an entrance into
the house and were robbing a small
money safe, when scared away by the
house girl.
J. D. Ridden was given a continu-
ance until tomorrow of the warrant
charging him with letting his cow
run at large on the public streets.
Pete Ross was fined $1 and costs
for btiag drunk.
CONTINUE TILING
The Viennese Composition Will Not
Be Used by the Library
Trustees.
The trustees' for Carnegie library
live decided not to utilize the Vien-
ntiese composition on the floor of the
library vestibule ot Ninth and Broad-
way, but repair this place with til-
ing and see if they capnot get some-
thing to hold the latter id proper
position. The little square blocks
continually keep coming up, caused
by crowds of people going in and out
of the institution. An eastern factory
representative wanted to sell them a
solid block of composition that shows
polish like marble, but the cost is
too great, it taking about $6o to cover
the mall vestibule floor.
Johnny C.omposes.
"My dear teacher having asked me
to compose something on May Day,
I produce the following:
"The ist of May is My Day. On
that day our teacher takes her class
up to the park.
"Her object is to show us the green
grass, the early flowers and the bud-
ding trees.
"Also, to let us hear the songs of
birds and be glad that we did not die
with the chickenpox last winter.
"When we get up there we wade
around in the wet mud.
"The grass is greets and so are we.
"We find a dandelion and are thank-
ful that last winter did not last two
or three years.
"Jimmy Green and me have a fight
and I Vick.
'We wander in the shady delis and,
it rains. The techer says 'Darn it!'
"W)e look for babbling brooks and
shiver with the cold and the teacher
says the same thing some more.
"Tom Hogan and me have a fight
and he licks.
"Gertrude Smith climbs a tree and
faits down kerplunk.
"Each one of us except the teacher
has brought luncheon. We let her in
on the ground floor and she plays the
h-o-g.
"Everybody gets wet feet. Every-
body shivers. Everybody snuffles.
Everybody, says April fool is worth
ten *flay Days. Everybody goes home.
This is all but how 'thankful we ought
that there is such a hin s
nature, and that we can go out on
May Day and pick peanuts off the
trees and yank the blushing banana
from his lair in the hillside."
JOE KERR.
itt Is this?" asked the man who
prejudice against the Chinese, as
he inspected his laundry bill
"That," answered the enlightened
Oriental, "is a Chinese character." ,
"Well. judging from its general'





HARRY M. STARKS AMONG THE
LIST RECOMMENDED TO
BE CLOSED.
He Skipped Out Several Years Ago
When His Creditors Pressed
Claim Against Him,
Yesterday Referee liagby of the
bankrupt court, made orders forward-
ing to Judge Walter Evans, at Louis-
recommendations•that there be
closed a number of bankrupt proceed-
ings and the parties granted dis-
charges relieving them of all their
outstanding debts. In the list rec-
ommended to be" closedi is that of
Harry M. Slarks, the liquor man
formerly of this city. This has been
quite a sensational case as Starks,
on filing his petition, scheduled over
$20,00o liabilities and claimed to have
only a thousand or two assets. His
creditors claimed he did not properly
account for about $17,000, and were
pressing the matter when Starks skip-
ped out and has never since been
back here. Warrants were issued
against him at that time charging
him with swearing falsely under oath
,
and for months the authorities look-
ed for him, but he could not be found.
Finally the creditors made a report
to the referee that they were willin
g
for the cue to be closd and disc
harge
granted, and Mr. Bagby now makes
this recommendation to the United
States judge at Louisville.
The others included in the list rec-
ommended for closing of their cases,
are: Ryan Ferguson, W. P. Lax and
company, Calvin M. Duncan, Walter
Duncan of Calloway county; William
Jones, John R. Pryor, and James Tay
-
lor of the city; John P. Overs
treet
of Ballard county and Reuben 
H.
Day's of Marshall county.
The recommendations of the 
ref-
eree in this respect, were forwa
rded
to the judge last night.
Sick People.
Captain Mendol Johnson continues
confined at his home on Clark street
but was feeling much better yester-
day. •
Mr. Ned Bradshaw remains quite
ill at the Rowland home on North
Seventh street.
Pasture for Horses.
Pasturage for horse, within two
miles of city. Apply to Frank Par-
ham. Phone 536.
Some people appear to be proud of
their ignorance.
Robert Carlton, the well known
piano tuner, telephone 317.
Phroogie—"If you want to get
ahead, why don't you cut down your
personal eepenses?"
Wroeinder—"Because anybody can
do that, I'm trying to get ahead with-
out cutting down my personal expen-
ses, and let me tell you, old fellow,
that's something that requires gen-
itte."--Chicagn Tribune
al••••1•11,
The man who has a iystere for
heating the races seldom has any-
thing else.
.Sometimes a man longs for tomor-
row because he is ashamed of what
THE SONGS OF THE FLAGS.
On Their return to the States of the
Confederacy.
We loved the wild clamor of battle,
The crash of the musketry's rattle,
The bugle and drum
We have drooped in the dust, long
and lonely;
The blades that flashed: joy are rust
only,
The far-rolling war music dumb.
God rest the trite souls in death lying.
For whom overhead proudly flying
We challenged the foe.
The storm of the charge we have
breasted,
On the hearts of our dead we have
rested,
In the pride of a day, long ago
Ah. surely the good of God's making
Shall answer both those past awak-
isg
And life's cry of pain;
But we nevermore shall be tossing
On surges of battle where crossing
The swift-flying death bearers rain.
Again in the wind we are streaming,
Again with the war lust are dreaming
The call o he
at gray heads look up at 114 sadly?
Are these the stern troopers who
madly
Rode straight at the battery's hell?
Nay, more than the living have found
us,
Pale spectres of battle around us;
The gray line is dressed.
Ye hear not, but they who are bring-
ing
Your symbols of honor are singing
The song of death's bivouac rest.
Blow forth on the south wind to
greet us,
0 star flag! once eager to meet us
When war lines were set.
Gp carry to far fields of glory
ne soul-stirring thrill of the story
01 days when in anger we met
Ah, well that we hung in the churches
In quiet, where God the heart sear-
dies,
That under us met.
Mien heard through the murmur of
praying
The voice of the torn banners saying,
,̀Forrrive, but all, never forget."
—S. Weir Mitchell in Collier's Week-
he didn't do today. ly.
A GHETTO STORY.
• EY MAIM EIXNENSTOCK.
We trudged our way through gm
narrow Ghetto street* on the afternoo1
of a sultry day until we reached our Chet
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest.
leas and boisterous. but our Rabbi Jce
seph did not check our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away.  .I looked at him closely, for Me
preoccupied air always made me won-
der what his past life had been.
He was about 60 years of age. nave
arty must have been his constant com-
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were nosv and
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hung
two earbacks, .according to orientai
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent and
Curved the he seemed to have borne th•
yoke and persecution of his race for cen-
turies. A large Hebrew book lay open
before him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
tor his age and Ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to me. pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that When
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern-
ing voice, "if you promise to be good!
will tell you a story afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough, for
we always delighted in the stories of
our past. glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the com-
ing story than of our prayer. Thee, is
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re-
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heads
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"You know it Is sometimes a reilet
to tell all that lies upon one's heart."
He cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy parents and received
a good education. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares..
When I was 22 years old I married
Esther, a good and beautiful asides..
She was the daughter of Rabbi Boa
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh. Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion. while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets ef his
beard.
We boys put our arms upen one an-
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
''Not long." he concluded. "was my
home to be the source of comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar Is.
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews of
the villages. I had to go where all me
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded c;ties. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myset1 up to teaching by day
and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
comforted that the Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous craah, tht
doors were suddenly thrown open. &en
two drunken Cflieers entered. They
thrust my wife away, and, seizing me
by the colter, they dragged me into the
cold, afteery streets. I heand the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet. They echo- dry
and hollow within my heart
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this Is
how it got them. After a few days'
journey we arrived at a village inhab-
Red by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
liked. 
"I had to work from daybreak until
night, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I slept In Use stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and In the at-
Uc in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death.
Who eared? My niece would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter,
the army.
"At last I succeeded in. escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh, you
who are yet young, take pride in this
of freedom. ICAO:a ilues.
ianlre you to die for her, then live far
her and raake her glorious!"
The sun was already declining and
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newepaner. This is whaf we read:
L:si!'.:T, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era. died at Vilan. All feed' heir loss,
for she was Like a grandmother ho the
whole community. She had lived a lin
of unsellishiness and self-sacrifice. She
was an angel of the sick and the pour.
1\!ay her soul teat in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
riow," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too., west
tc rest in peace. If I could but treed
upon the land of my forefathers I
should les 1.-at'ot1ed. Judah oh. Judah?
tivm long at thou to tellal?'•
Then his head sank ismer sad lower,
as If bowed ton by griPf mid suffer-
ing. The shadows at darkness crept
into the room and eur rabbi 'fteenived
uneotraeious of us. We ouietty arose
and wallet'd out of the dark room, leav.
ins our rabbi with bead still bent.
forgave Moses his pranks, afid'as
we walked along we sang the "Ilatile
rah." Whe.n we reached our helmet
the street lames were alrf.ade kihdled
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Subscribe For The Register
Mims
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleetture 
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
Cheapest house in town for
member the piece.
••••••••
The "Tribune." "Rambler," "Mon-
arch." "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles arc thc best that can be pro-
duced $ta up.
See our stock of Second Hand
bicycles,
Tires, Bells, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Re-
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
sae and esi North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
 —IMO
‘IIMMEIONMI
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
t 3 Horse Power Motor.
x 3% Horse Power Motor.
t Horse Power Motor.




131-123 North Fourth Street.
EDGAR W. WHITTENIORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
OADUCAH REAL ESTKrits. yerniRN iterruccv FARM • lila
MONTHLY PAYMEnlif LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 1111181111.1
KEIVTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICII LEIT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
tr.DG o Et W. 11111.1r-rEmt.)K.5.
•
Abram L. Well Se Co
FIRE INSUR4NCE
Accident, Lite, Liabnity, Steani Boiler-,
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone .736
 •








WILL MEET HART AND
SHRECK IN ONE NIGHT
"Old Freight Car" Dunkhorst Says
He Cu Dispose of the Two Heavy
41.
Weights — Barney Aaaron Will
Back Him.
Ed Dunkhorst, bettel known., as
• Old Freight Car," of Syracuse, N.
I., is willing to take Hart and Sch-
reck on in the same night. In a
hater to Bat Masterson Dunkhorst
says:
"Just to think that such fighters
as Hart and Schreck are getting
money for fighting makes me feel
sick at the stomach.
"What has got me going in
matter is to think that those
dock wallopers are allowed to
in Madison Square Garden and
the people paid as high as $to a
seat for the privilege of seeing thus'
big walruses pull and haul each
other around for four rounds.
"If what I have been reading
about them is only half true, I want
you to see Tom O'Rourke. and tell
him to match me to knock them
both out in four rounds each in the
same ring, the same night, or I don't
uant a cent.
"If O'Rourke thinks well of this
piopUsition, tell him to send me two
railroad tickets at once, one for my•
self and one for my manager, and
$250 cash immediately by wire, and
I will be on the first rattler leaving
here.
"I don't want the advance in cash
tor myself, as I can get along with-
out it, for I am wsed to that, but I
want it ter my masasper, who is a
Inc barber and doing a good busi-
IICSN here, and I am too much of a
Sport to ask a man to shut up his
busis and look after my affairs,
withont • seeing that he is secured
against loss in case I get licked,
whch is not at all likely if I was
matched against Hart and Schreck.
afasteaon says:
"Now, then, Mr. Hart and Mr.
Schreck, get busy. 'This would seem
to be your epance to show New
Yorkeen if you really can fight.
Neither of you showed that you
could fight a little 'bit the night you
met in the Garden.
"We are all willing to admit that
you were both trying, and most of
es believe that you can do better if
you will get into condition, and, of





rlid of Sports 'p'ciintsitiZ:acciLigfIGET IIIROUGH
YOUR CORlitSPONUNCLIMPORTANT SPORING EVENTS
ATHLETICS.
Southwest mutiOuri inter-highsehool field,
Mkt Is. -
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Western Golf Championships at Glen Echo, September 4 to 8.
PUGILISM.
Tommy Burns vs. jack Ruhlin, 20 rounds, Tuxedo Club, Phila-
delphia, Pa., May 16.
Young Mahoney vs. Hugo Kelly, ten rounds, at Indianapolis,
May 11.
Maurice Sayers vs. Kid Turner, ten rounds, at Terre Haute,
Ind„ May 23.
Tommy Burns vs. Robert Fitzsimmons, twenty rounds, in Chi-
cago, May 3o.
Hugo Kelly ea. Dave Barry, at Indianapolis Athletic Club,
May 14.
Jack O'Keefe vs. Willie Fitzgerald, ten rounds, at Te
rre
Haute, (Date to be announced).
RACING
Louisville meeting. May a to ag.
Brooklyn Handicap. at Gravesend. May al.
meat that Deukkorst could beat you
both in: the same ring the same I
night, as lie says. but a good many
are very liable to believe that he
would experience little trouble in
disposing of either one in a four-
round bout, if you did not show to.
better advantage than you did the
other night. .
"You need give yourselves no wor-
ry about the money Dunkhorst ask-
ed for. That will be wired to him
in a dasi or so, for, if O'Rourke re-
fines to advanee the amount Barney
Aaron, who has just returned to this
country, says that he will send it
and as much more if Dunk needs it;
for, said Barney: "My old friend,
the "Freight Car," need never be
short so long as I have anything
left to jingle on a tomstone.'"—
Louisville Post.
Ned Fox To Suffer For
Forfeiting Game April iss
Milwaukee, WW1., gay is —NM
'Fox, captain, an not Mike Kelley,
manager, will suffer for the game for-
feited by Minneapolis to Louisville in
the Kentucky city on April tg whim
Kelley refused to get off the bench
when ordered to get off by the 0111-
vire. President O'Brien today fined
'Fox Stoo for allowinng the team to
off the field, his reason for the ac-
tion being that Kelley was not in
charge of the team on the day in
question as he had not been reinstat-
ed 'by the national commission. Ac-
cording to the league constitution the
person in charge of the forfeiting
team is liable to a tine, and as Fox
was captaining the team when the
game was thrown, the dtoo will come
from himi
Hoppe to Be Champion.
Chicago, May I2.—Unless he shows
a decided reversal of form Willie
Hoppe. the boy billiardist, will win
first prize in the professional tourna-
ment, being played at Orchestra Hall.
The four 'other contestants in the
tournament have all suffeded 'defeat,
while Hoppe has won both games in
which he has participated. Sutton
and Schaefer are teied for second
place, both having won and lost one
game each. George Slosson, winner
of the world's championship in the
recent tournament in New York, is
tied with Louis Core for fourth place.
Slosson heads the high run for the
tournament so far—t42—made in hi3
game tonight with Sutton. Despite
the big run Slosson lost the game
having scored but 423 points when
Sutton ran his soo points. Louis
Cure, the Frenchman, and Jake
Schaefer met in the matinee game
this afternoon, and the Frenchman
won by the score of soo to 463. To-
night Sutton defeated Slosson by a
score of soo to 423.
RUSSIA'S FORWARD STEP
(Looks-ilk Herald.) •
Whatever may be said of the limi-
tations and deficiencies of the new
Russian Parliament, its first meeting
marks another cpcieh of human ad-
vancement. The new Russian Con-
-stitutiori reberveli %sty great powers
to the Czar; but there is not a mon-
arch of Europe who is not lit:rally
absolute. The King of England is,
for example, a branch of Parliament
whose assent, which he may grant or
withhold at liberty, is as essential .to
the passage of any ineasurs. as that
of the two other branches, the Lords
and the Contortions. Yet King Edward
is no &spot. He listen. to his cons
stitutional actesaers. Should he differ
from these he must 'find a ministry
capable of commanding a majority it
the house of commons or abdiCale
the crowni The last monarchs who
tried to rule avitliont a parliament
met a very sad 'fate. C/rarles I. lost
both head and %mown; lams-. 11. lo-t
his throne. and Vs descendants are
forever exclude44fror9 it.
Gtairge 111, who attempted to
apply in America ahe Stuart doctriaes
which the mother country had so sig-
nally injected, lost the richest coun-
:try on dearth to his .empire. Wha.t
made for British freedom and
American independence? The forms
tof self -IIOVernMenr And the seilf-gov-
:ernment fermitted ,our ancestors in
.degree, however lienited. The first
.Russian Parliament meets in an age
much more favorable to the enlarge-
:nein of ito powers than did the
curly Britiah parliansents• But ths.
latter grew in power, iafluence and
usefulness till they have at last be-
come real relresentatives .of the 'Brit-
ish masses. •
The Russian masses home now. at
'length, an agratcy for the formula-
lion and expreasion of their wrongs
and eirvances.• They have an op-
portunity of bragging these to the at.
tention of thinkers, not alone in their
own, • but in all c,ivilized countries.
The powers of the Russian pal-ba-
salt grow. The Czar himself
may need the commons as against
the nobility and clergy. Or, the lat-
ter need the comments as against the
throne. The jacetiple %Al, in any event,
a I way need their own l'epresenta-
t;ves, and taf coma*, sustain any
seasonable,. dentend for the atnplifi-
cation of their towers.
Impossible to set limits to a rep-
resentative assembly. The cantinen-
ta! congress gave independence to
the United States.. The French es-
tates delivered France from the ty-
rannies and exactions of the feudal
system, and finally from monarchy
itself. Russia is now bound to ad-
vance. Impoasible, of course, to pre-
dict in what way precisely, but ad -
saute it certainly must.
BAIT FOR BRIDAL PARTIES
Ohio Town Furnishes Licenses.
Clergymen, Carriage, Flowers.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 12.—Youngs-
town, 0., Mecca of the runaway
couples of Pittsburg and western
Pennsylvania. as well as those who
;.re too shy in the first blush (4 their
matrimonial bliss to brave the chaf-
ing and the gibes of friends and
boon companions, boasts some of
Cupid's anost active„enterprising and
successful allies.
FlIf two weeks advertisements
have appeared in Pittjsburg newspa-
pers inviting prospective grooms to
apply to Youngstown people, who
will arrange everything to conform
with Ohio laws—licenses, clergymen,
carriages secured without embarrass-
ment; everything confidential."
I Here is a letter that was receiVed
in reply to an answer to the adver-
nt.
"Dear Sir: Fill out the application
for marriage license, return it to US
and tell in on just what train and
on what' railroad you will be. We
will meet you at the train with a
private carriage. Our fees for every-
thing, license, private carriage, cer-
tifkate and preacher; in all Sit).
Full Directions are Given.
"Fill out the application and send
it to us with $5 and we will have
everything in readiness for you when
you -arrive.
"You ;will note that it is not neces-
sary to get parents' consent when
bride to he is over 19 years of age.
"My instructions to you are the
Inclostd you will find a
little badge which you will wear on
the right lapel of your outside coat
when you get, off the train and if
you come on she P. St L. E. get off
;:r Lake Shore Junction. Of coarse,
you ,Want to let us know before-
hand to that I can be there to meet
railroad men 'on the train or you will
get 'bunkoed• sure.
"I guarantee to keep this out of
the newspapers, and no publicity of
any kind or description will creep
in. .
"P. S.—There were 1,5oo couples
from Pennsylvania married here in
1005, 1,200 in igo4, without any news-
paper notoriety."
Board of Trade Helps Boom.
Inclosed with all the nuptial lore
is a little brochure issued by the
cnamber of commerce of Youngs-
town, extolling the virtues of that
city as a mantifactuaing and com-
mercial center offering extraordinary
1advantages to newly niarricd couples.
a little figur 
shows the
A little inquiry and
ing at Youngstown
money-making possibilities of the en-
terprise. The legal fee for issuing a
marriage license in Ohio is 75 cents.
The buying of an engraved or en-
grossed certificate is optional, as the
blank furnished with the license
meets all legal requirements. There
is no fixed fee for performiog the
ceremony where ministers officiate.
but a justice of the peace or magis-
trate can not demand more than $2.
A balance sheet for the matrimonial
agency would show a net profit to
the agency of
The Lake Shore junction referred
to in the letter of advice is some dis-
tance from the downtown stations ,
mid busbies!' sections of srlit city and
is not frequented by, hackmen. The
elopers can use it to excellent ad-
vantage in avoiding publicity and in
escaping the persistent downtowu
hustlers.
Crater Caused by Meteor.
Arystery in meteors Is the Canon
Diabel4,---of Arizona. For a quarter
of a century museum and collectors
throughout the world have eagerly
sought specimens of the meteoric
iron from here. This iron has be-
come fames -from the number and
size of the fragments, from the min-
ute diansonds found in. some pieces,
and from pectiliarities of the locality.
It now appears that the erator of
Coon mountain or Coon Butte must
have 'been produced by collision with
the earth of the large meteorite, or
poas'bly small asteroid' which these
fragments represent. The investiga-
tiotie have shown- that the formation
of the erator and the deposition of
the meteoritic material has been found
sieiti feet below the surface of the cra-
ter's center, and that sandstone, sup-
ran. posed to be in place. exista at a depth
"In order to keep this absnlittelv of lees than 1,000 feet. The csater
quiet it is necessary that you do not had been previously attributed to vol-
mention anything of the kind to the clinic steam explosion.
01YrCH BELIEVES HE HAS '-
CHANCE TO BEAT O'BRIN.
Has Aspiration to Be the Fighting
Clanton  as WV1 AS the Wrest-
ling Champion. •
Frank Gotch, America's champion
wrestler, who is meeting all corners
at the 'Standard Theatre, st Louis,
this -week, says he has won .laurels
on the mat and now intends going
after fistic honors. He has aspira-
tions to be the fighting champion
as well. as the wrestling champion.
The nearest he has reached this point
to date has been to receive a promise
from "Philadelphia" Jack O'Brien
that he would/ accommodate the
wrestler with a mitch as soon as pos-
sible.
Since the earthquake in Frico, the
fighting business has been dull, and
this has disappointed Gotch, as he
had expected to get on with the
Philadelphi pugilist s soon as his en-
gagements were over with.
In speaking of his chances as a
fighter. Gotch said: "I have had some
ring experience, but not enought to
knstify some in believing that I am
good enough to meet as good a man
as O'Brien. I fought several fights
with lesser lights. I am big, strong,
husky and in good condition, and ;f
I do say it mystlf, I have a 11..althy
wallop. I also have more than a new-
comer to the game from the fact that
ring generalship in figiting is similar
to that of wrestling, and I certainly
know enough of latter.
"O'Beien wants to fight me at six
rounds. I will accomOdate him at
this distance, just to test my worth,
but would prefer to meet him at a
longer distance. He is a six-round
fighter. and has won all his important
bouts at this distance, but I think I
would have an excellent chance with
him at anywhere from ten to twenty
rounds. If I do good with him at
the short distance, I will ask him for
a match at a longer route."
Gotch appeared at a matinee and
night performance yesterday, and sue-
ceded in throwing his opponent
easily. He is offering gtoo to an
yone
whom he fails to throw in less than
fifttern minutes. Bally /Costner, a,
protege of Bob Douglass, was his op-
ponent twice yesterday.' He did bet-
ter in the night, lasting nine minutes.
•
Carr To Manage Team.
Indianapolis, Ind., May I2.—W.
H. Watkins. part owner and manager
of the Indianapolis Base Ball club in
the American association, 
has an-
nounced that hereafter he will cease
co be field manager of the team, tha
t
tl.at is duty to be delegated
to Charles Carr, first baseman. 
Mr.
Watkins has managed his teams from
the bench since 1885. Carr wa
s re-
cently purchased from Cincinnati.
NO NOTE HEARD
As Church Choir Sang to a Deaf
Mute Congregation.
In silence absolute and pro:ound,
300 persons celebrated Easter 
yes-
te in he little church of St. Ann,
op One Hundred and Forty-eighth
street. near Amsterdam avenue.
Although without spoken words,
the service held for the congregation
a pious inspiration not surpassed in
other of the day's churches where
many voices were uplifted in Easte
r
carols and organ tones filled vast in
teriors with ringing melody. For
did not St. Ann!s worshipers, deaf
mutes all, have their pastor, their
sorpliced choir, bright floral de
cora-
tions and all the beautiful accom-
paniments of i Easter service
Deaf mutes from far and near
gathered in the little church, where
a celebration unique in all the land
was announced. Several came from
Baltimore and Rochester. and there
were many from Bayonne, Newark
and, Roseville.
In choristers caps, black gowns
and surplices, the choir was led by
Miss Alice Judge. Its members were
the Miasea Gertrude rimer, T.
Prewer. M. Brewer and A. Thal&
weld. The opening anthem sent its
messages straight to the hearts of
the congregation. The choristers,
waving their hands rhythmically,
flashed the tempo of the anthem
and "sang" the -words with nimble
fingers. On the faces of the wor-
shipers was depicted the peace which
comes of soothing music.
.The sermon was "preached" by
.Rev. John Chamberlain, the pastor.
'With arnabatedewatchfulneas the wor-
shioers volved his message.
Following the sermon, the choir
I
took its position before the chancel
rail for the singing of a hymn.
,There was not one there who did not
feel that in the little church was be-
ing uplifted a melody which the un-
dulating hands and swiftly- moving
fingers inadequately suggested.
Communion Was partaken of by
more than half of the congregation
at the conclusion of the regular ser-
vice. trhen the worshipers moved
about i*.le church, exchanging greet
invs and commenting on the beauty
of the service, throughout which not
the slightest sound had broken in on
the stillness.--New 'York World.
C E"T to imaritefoLr Lour ITfir Fit Jilin I C YPIITcat ri kit 11:. -showing the most complete One t...f high-gi it: •BICYCLES, TIRIL8 and SCNDK I Lli at PILICI. 1
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
f tom tioiy _.
at ass jun,'
or ess• tory kind of terms, -antis you have received our complete Free Cute,
Illustrating and describing every kind of bigh-grade and low-grade
lea, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable Low
?10E8 and wondertni new offers made possible by belling from factor,
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
IIIIIr awsP ON APPROVAL ?Wises/ a cent deposit, Pay the Freight sod
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no otlit-i
holm in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
able information by simply writing as a postal
We need a Itadmis A.m. le every town and can offer an opportunits
to make money to suitahre young men who apply aeonce.




We Will Sell 
08 GLASS
NAILS. TACKS
You a SampleNOWT LET
Pair for OnlyOUT THE AIR
(GASH WITH OROIER $4.65)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making: No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now In actual use. Over
!evenly-five Thousand pairs sold last year.
BY USING THE
NORWOOD"
" Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which iv, your time.
Underwood Typewriter Cost
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
DO NOT our A BICYCLE
Nodes the thiek rotator tread
"A" and puncture strips -11.•
and "D." also rim strip "H"
to preveat rho\ cutting. This
tire will outlast any other
inalus—SOFT, ILL.ASTIC and
ALUM RIDING.
wftitlirtf=ra 1 it y of rubber, 'filch never becomes porous and which claws up small punctures
Ms Made In all sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more tl•an
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting_ qualities being given by several layers of thin. specially
prepased fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on &Beasts
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from wing
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is $14.5o per pair, but foe advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
aunty fis So per pair. All orders sttipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
TOE do not pay a cent until you have ezatnined •nd found them strictly as r ted.
We will allow a ens\ discount of spar cent (thereby making the price 04.8 per pair) if you .enct
FULL CA811 WITH (moan and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
sated brass hand pump and IWO Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closets to be used in c..as of intentional knife cuts or hoary gashes). Tires to be returues
at OCR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as In a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this limper about us. If you order • pair of
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, but longer and lout
liner than any the you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so watt pleased.
that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send nif • small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire ofter.
built-up-wheals, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, and
00AS71111—Mit4KES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thewasuar
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF' BUYING •
DO NOT ifig are bicycle or a pair of tires front anyone until you know the new .odwooderf 
era making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. write it NOW.
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dopt.•"JL" CHICAGO, ILL.
.The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System










Handling1Frelght, Machinery 2nd and Monroe-
And fiousehold'Ooods. Both 'P hones




Mosquitoes are corning fast and
•you should protect yourself against
them, as they carry desease germs.
Skat Skeeter
is guaranteed to keep theist off. Man-




.urnished at Hinson Springs, write or
telephone. j. H. Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
Tenn.
FOR RENT—Lower apartments
oi house 603 North Sixth street
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good cbaracter atid
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
-apply to Recruiting offices; New
Richmond Mouse. Paducah, Ky.
•••.••••••••
FOR SALE—Osborne Mower and
hay -rake. Cheap. Apply City Jailer
Thomas Esitts.
WANTED — Experienced., seam-
-stress to assist dressmaker. Apply
1152 Jefferson.
FOUND—On street, pocketbook
•edntaining money and souvenir coin.
Ca-) be found at Register office.
'.)ST—On street, lady's belt with
,es,fd buckle. Finder return to
Matti! and Etinger's undertaking
establishment on South Third, and
receive reward.
HELP WANTED—We can give
employment to twenty or thirty fain-
especially of girls, in our knit-
ting and spinning mill. Two trolley
, cheap house rent, healthy
w., good water, abundant
amusements, tics commissary, steady
work, highest scale of piece work
prices paid. Apply to the Richmond
Mills, Chattanooga, Tenn.
ip—Lady or genlenaan of
lair eclocition to travel .for firm of
•$250,000.00 capital. Salary, .$1,072.00
per year and expenses. Salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced; ref-
erences requited. Address, with
stamp. J. A. Alexander, Paducah, Ky.
el.aege manufacturer wants man-
managet for branch house. Salary
$r25..altt. per Month and additional
cominission. Good ' references and
too _cja required,' Address Supt.,rick Moe As,' Chi&go,lL
rattidioik;gytd Xian to travel.
Expenses 'advanced. 'Salary $2o 3
week. `Stipa film. McBrady
Co., 'Mfgrs.,,Chicago, Ill.
•
WANTED—Room sand board for
ge ntlernan Aiddresii C, J. X, this
eiffice ssis
FURNISHED rooms to rent apply
at 3.1 'xth.
Excursion
first annual excursion of fratern-
al Ordee'egles. lodge, No. tin
of Paducah, will be given Sunday,
May 13th., aboard the handsome
asaisr--Lauisiessa-to
• leases wharf here at 8:30 a. m., re-
turuing leaves Cairo at 6 p. m. Good
clawing music. No improper char-






Commencing June r2th, the Women
Will Hold a Four Day's Meeting
at Broac:way M. E. Church.
The. Women's' Foreign Missionary
societies of this city will meet to-
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
Broadway Methodist church for the
purpose of arranging for the annual
meeting to be held here June 12-15,
the societn s bearing this name
from all cities in the Memphis con-
ference of tb• ... E. church South.
A large meteae.s.liip of the local
workers will be in attendance tomor-
row as the different features for so-
cial welfare of the visitors will be
prepared.
It is expected that about 125 dele-
gates will be in the city to par-
ticipate 'n the session that begins
the morning of June 12th and lasts
until the fifteenth during which time
meetings will continue morning. af-
ternoon and evening. Many very
eaominent missionary workers will
be present and the indications
e that the session will
tic one of the most entertaining
vet- held by the good women.
The opening sermon for the c-on•
vention will be preached by some
leading minister of this denomina-
tion. tit's selection to be made later,
while many addresses teem:ng with
interest pertinent to the work will
b: made.
Reports will be made showing the
work done by each subordinate so-
ciety for the past year. the progress
in general. a resume of the year's
work, and an outline of what is to
be done for the ensuing twelve
months.
The meetings will be held at the
F roadway Methodist church.
TWO NEGROES MEET
INSTANT DEATH
(Continued From Page One.)
stockyards, and Engineer Kane
rot iced a daelcy sitting on side of the
track, with his shoe in his hand. It
looked as if .the darky had walked
,o much he became foot sore, and
sitting down, took off the shoe and
fell asleep. Engineer Kane gave
several shrill blasts of his whistle,
and quickly aplied the brakes, but
d:d' not get the monster to a stand-
still quick enough. Just as the en-
gine reachg4.4w4sarn the darky sat, he
seemed to wake up and made a leap.
hut instead of clearing the track,
fell right across the rail in front of
the engine and was cut in two by
the wheels which passed over his
body.
The engine was derailed by the
accident, and was being replaced on
the track at press time this morn-
ing. The railroad men picked the
body op and placed it to one side of
the track then notifying Coroner
Faker who went out and had it
moved.
There was nothing on the darky
to show who he was or where he
was from, but this may probably de-
velop today.
Immediately after the accident the
engineer reported back to Dispatcher
William Hills at the office and an-
other engine was ordered out for
him. He will get away with it just
P s soon a, the derailed monster is
righted, it being impossible to pass,
on account of the latter being on the
main line.
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\\ oh the doctor's written orders. In
iollowing this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
'stock to draw from. Furthermore,
'prescriptions brought to to cannot,
fall into the hands of Inexperienced
ipersons14 ber•anse -
EVERY CLEWS
in our store is a registered pharma-
cist far211111111111 rIkriE 
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
• INCORPORATED.
Mr. and Mrs. -"Mfarcus solomon
have a boy baby.
— Mr. George Phillips remainns
near death's door.
—Alfred, thees-year-old son of Mr.
Henry Theobald of 16t1 Tennessee
street was painfully scalded yester-
day by a coffee pot overtnrning the
boiling fluid onto his • arm.
--Superintendent 'Egan of the
Jou/seine division of the Illinois
Central, was able to leave his bed at
the railrod hospital yesterday nd re-
turn to his home in Louisville. He is
suffering from a slight attack of
!malarial fever rid ws confined only
, a dy or two.
EXAMINATIONS
FOR TEACHERS
'EST WILL SHOW ADVANCE-
MICNT IN _111cMURRY13 -
METHOD.
Secretary Pitcher Has About Fin-
ished Copying City School Cen-
Sus—Educational Notes.
The 26th of this month, the teach-
ers of the public schools will be ex-
amined in McMurry's Method of
'Recitation, in order to see what ad-
vancement they made in mastering
this subject Which they have been
studying at their monthly literary
gatherings since school opened last
September. The examination is held
by Supt. Lieb in order to simply see
what was accomplished by the
teachers' pursuit along this line.
City School Census.
Secretary .W. H. Pitcher cit the
school board, has about completed
copying the census returns, showing
the number of children residing in
Paducah of school age, from 6 to 21
years. He will this week forward to
the superintendent of public instruc-
tion one copy, so the officials there
can allow the local schools so much
for each pupil out of the corninon•
wealth fund'. The secretary has been
working on the transcription since
the first of the month. One copy
goes to the 'county clerk's office
here for public record., and one
is retained in Supt. Lieb's office for
the same purpose.
The last of the reports on the
county public school census, were
teceived yesterday morning by Supt.
Samuel J. Billington, and the totals
showed this year nine more people
in the rural districts of school age.
than existed last year.
High School Ball Club.
The high school baseball team has
received a letter from Mayfield
school boys. wanting to arrange a
game of ball here. It is probable
this will be done sometime this
week, and the date selected for the
&must.
•Superintendent Attends 'Normal.
Supt. C. M. Lid, is preparing to
leave just as soon as school is out.
to take a normal summer course
either in the Chicago university, or
Columbia univiorsity.of New York.
lie has not decided which.
School Brevities.
Misses Louise Dietrich and Emma
Acker of the eighth grade . at the
Washington building, gave their
scholars a big picnic in the country
yesterday, the Ho students going out
and returning in wagons.
One morning this week, the "Mer-
chant of Venice" will be presented in
costume by the junior class as an
opening exercise, while the sopho-
morepresents Julius Caeser.
Mr. James A. Young and wife of
New York are here to visit the lat-,
tcr's aunt Mrs. Edward Holland of
South Sixth.
Mrs. R O. Broadway of Simpson.
ill,, returned home yesterday after
'sinking her son, Dr. Broadway of
TinneSsee street.
'Drvggiets, Fifth and lrway. Mr. James Polk left yesterday
Bodo Phones tn. locate in San Antonio, Texas.
:...roopts*HotS s, t V •
to
Miss Lizzie Brenton of the Racket
store is suffering from her hand,
which was penterated by the sharp
point of an upright hill file.
Miss Annie Rhea of Nashville,
Tenn., annd Miss Mae Phelps of
Washington, D C, arrive this week
to visit Miss. Henrietta Koger and at-
tend the Koger-Blyth wedding next
month.
Dr. George DuBois will this week
return from Philadelphia where he
graduated in pharmacy.
_Mesdames 'Georgie  Gage end
Charles Mohr of While, Ala., go
home tomorrow, after visiting Mrs.
Bertie Campbell.
Miss Julia Scott is expected home
today from Los Angeles, Cal., and
other westesti points.
Judge W. M. Reed 'left yesterday
for a sojourn at Dawson.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
A knowing man can size.. up the
love of a woman by her sighs.
In telling a man of his failings, use
a long-distance telephone.
Cupid behind the arrow is more




CLAIMS MRS. WARNER'S HlJS-
BAND--SENT HIM---AWAY
, WITH OUTFIT.
C. S. Homey Telephoned From Roes
Station That His Store Was
Robbed—Police Business.
Former Detective T. J. Moore re-
turned last evening from Dexter
with Harry Clark alias "Slim'
Clark, who is charged with stealing
a number of knives, rings, 'revolvers,
canes, etc usually carried along wit
the rack shows following carnivals.
The charge was lodged against him
by Mrs. Walter Warren who: is still
in the city.
She and her husband ran tbe'rack
at the carnival here week beforchest
and the latter left for another Icier
Clark carried the goods away
Mrs. Warren got out a warr
charging that he had stolen than;
She found him or at Dexter, 4111‘
recovering the outfit, returned Sire
and lodged the chatge. Clark claim's
that her husband gave him the goods
to take to Cairo and other places and
follow carnivals with but that
when he got to Dexter he took a
place selling tickets for the festival
and did not try to dispose of any
of the plunaer.
Store Burglarised.
Mr. C. S. Homey of Boaz Station,
telephoned .Chief James Collins yes-
terday morning, that the night be.
fore someone broke into his general
merchandise establishment and stole
pants, shoes, knives, rings, guns and
many other valuables, valued at
quite a sum. He requested that a
lookout be kept around here for the
culprits, but nothing has developed
yet in that line.
Lost His Watch.
Henry Leak reported to the police
yesterday that someone had stolen
his watch.
Hole In Bridge.
-.Lieutenant Thomas Potter was
last night informed that a hole ex-
isted in the wooden culvert it
Twelfth and Tennessee streets where
horses and pedestrians were !laden-
ger of stepping into it and getting
hurt. He had the place fixed with
a light to warn passersby.
Wads Got Three Months.
Charles Wade, the negro ho stole
Farmer Culp's pair of shoes, was
stilt to the county jail for three
months by Judge Lightfoot yestev-
(+ay. He took the footgear from the
farmer's buggy that had been left
standing on the city scale lot on
South Second street.
Judge Lightfoot was able to be at
his office yesterday, although not en-
tirely recovered yet from his mild
attack of malarial fever.
Property &old.
Property tying on the South side
of Clark- between Eighth and Ninth
streets, has been sold by L. S. Du-
Bois to W. F. Perry for Vesta, and
tl:e deed' lodged for record yesterday
with the county clerk.
Licensed to Marry.
J. J. Ford, aged :it and, Le
I,çowery, aged a6 of the ct(1 ;ty, w
g anted a license yester by the
cosmty clerk to marry.
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RIVER RIPPLING&









Mt. Carmel, 4.0; falling.
Nashville, 10.7; falling.
Pittsburg. 3.8; stationary.
Davis Island Dam, 6.o; stationary.
St. Louis, 19.5; falling.
Paducah, 14.1, falling.
I. -Vernsn, 13.2; rising:
The 'Jim Duffy has gone to the
Tennessee river after' a tow of tics.
cc* towboat Fulton has passes up,*Owe n. Louisville. with a tow
'ampties:
The Charlotte Boeckler left yes-
terday for the Mississippi river. She
has been undergoing repairs here.
Several days ago a rumor reached
Acre that the government steamer
Looltoirt sank at Colbert shoals up
the 'Tennessee rivsr, but this proves
to be erroneous.
The steamer Natchez will arrive
this w:••ek from New Orleans. to be
pulled on the marine ways for repairs.
The R. Atearey arrived yesterday en
o'oute to Louisville, with a tow of
empty barges.
The Joe B. Williams .is due down
"the Ohio river today with a coal tow.
The steamer Kentucky got away
-yesterday for the Tennessee river and
remains up- that waterway until next
Thursday Rights. when she ccunes
back here. •
The Joe Fowler arrives today from
Esolieville and leaves tomorrow on
lifeouturn to that city.
The John S. Hopkins got away for
Evansville yesterday and comes back
Tuesday.
The Dick Yowler cme brio from.
Cairo last night aunil gets away for
that port again tomorrow morning
at 8 o'clock.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Nashville and leaves tomorrow for
Clarksville.
Tomorrow night late the steamer
Clyde gets out of the Tennessee river
and lays until five o'clock Wedhes-
day afternoon before departing on
here , return.
th* City. of Saltines passed out of
the Ilittnessee river last night bound
back toward! St. Louis.
The Georgia Lee passed down yes-
terday_ cn route to Memphis from
Cincinnati. She gets to the Bluff
City tomorrow night and leaves, there
Tuesday on her return.
The Peters Lee will get to Cincin-
nati Tuesdky, and leave there Wed-
nesday en route back this way for
Memphis.
Notice to the Public,4
The general canvass and eninpila-
i.t on of the Paducah city dlteator
for rood is now finished and
'for the printer.
1 Anyone contemplating ma
change elibei in thew usin
residence f will please notify Ili' at
c nee.
'CARON DIltECTORY* CO.
227 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Mr. J. K. Greer returned from Case





Mr. Oscar McDaniel!, Miss May
Johnson, Mx_ Charles Parker and
Miss Matilda Hoover spent yester-
ejay in Kuttawa.
Mr. Gardner Gilbert has returned
from McKenzie, Tenn., where be
was called lay the death of his uncle,
Mr. A. Li. Gilbert.
Colonel Micheal Griffin arrived
yesterday from Murray to spend to-
day with his_fsmily.
Captain James Koger has retooled
from Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Garnett Buckner went to,
Mayfield yesterday to Visit friends.
Mt*: Charles E. Gsidley has re-
turned from sojourning at Batelle
(-reek, Mich.
,.‘Mrs Edward Alexander, wife
Vie patrolman, has returned, holm
'visiting in Kennett, Mo.
Mass Katie Wire of Mayfield: is
visiting Miss Isl$elia Hatfield.
Miss Mary Lee Mayes of Prospect.
Teen., and Mrs. Elizabeth Smith of
Pembroke, Ky., are visitires Dr. and
Mrs Sydney Stalk.. •
Mrs. Walter Dycus is. visitiog her
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Hall of
Oak Level. - • • I
'Are. Henry Hughes is in Evans-
ville, Ind., attending the bedside of
her sick sister, Miss Mary Waller.
Misses Gertrude Tucker and Ella
Coleman left yesterday for Carbon-
dale, hI., to attend the normal
college_ _
Mrs, J. '4,4Ross and children went
to Grand Rivers, Ky., to visit reta
tives.
Mr. W. C.. Schofield, the steel
foundry drummer, leaves tomorrow
for the south on a trip.
The locals suffered their •first de-
fat of the. season today by poor
work in the outfield and the long
hitting of Vincennes, Paducah never
had a chance to win.
Attorney La! Threlkel left yester-
day for Smithland.
Dr. J. W. Pendley returned yes-
tecday *opt Chicago where he went
to buy Ins new ,u4ice furMture a;til
fixtures.
Mr. Clem Bleich of Jackson, Tenn.,
is in the city for a brief stay.
Mn. Z. C. Graham, the tobacconist.
returned yesterday from Murray, Ky.
Mr. lien Weitle went to Louisville' s.
this morning to buy_ a new automo-
bile.
President Wm. Katterjahn of the
Cedar Bluff quarries, arrived here
:„esterday from the plant.
Mr. Lee Livingston is in from a
c:-umming trip to West Tennessee.
Mr. Louis Cornilluad is in from
Tennessee to spend Sunday.
Mr. Charles F. James and wife
have returned frets Ivanorilis,
for another visit to the latter's par-
ents, Judge and Mrs. D. L Sanders.
Dr. R..T. Hall and wife yesterday
went to Saud Hill. Graves county, to
attend a family reunion of the form-
eds brrithers.
Mr. Thomas Gleen. the I. C. dig-
etcher at Durant. Miss., is here
visiting' and will be joined in a few
days by his wiTt.
Mr. A. L Joynes and son went to
Louisville yesterday.
Rev. T. J. Owen yesterday went to
LaCenter to preach today. His pul-
pit here will be filled today by Rev.
Latham of Mayfield.
mi.. 0. K Rickman
Tenn!., is the guest of Attorney
Joseph R. Grogan.
Miss Etter Castleberry of Benton
has returned home after visiting her















MAITIL, RINGER & co
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAll.Kle
You will have to buy more COA4, this season. Why not buyk
TRADEWA ER COAL
So you will know where to'', get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 130,-Nut 12c. .13:(ktit Telephones 54.
West Kentucky Coal*Co.
incorporated.
•
